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Maintenance activities play a major role in factory operations, as they prevent
breakdowns and extend machine life. With the advances in sensor, computing
and communications technology, sensor data can be increasingly exploited
for real-time supervision of machine condition. However, the acquisition of
the data is challenging due to proprietary technologies and interfaces applied
in Industrial Networks. Therefore, sensor data is rarely utilized in other
processes than automation. As the industry is heading towards a new industrial
era, also referred to as Industrial Internet or Industrie 4.0, there is growing
need to improve data availability for applications that can realize its potential value.

In this research, the focus is on the feasibility of remote maintenance deployment in
factories. The topic is approached from the connectivity viewpoint. The research
is conducted by reviewing the literature, and by interviewing numerous industry
experts regarding the connectivity and data exploitation in factories. These form
the basis for the value network analysis, in which Value Network Configuration
(VNC) method is applied, to analyze the value distribution among different actors
in alternative remote connection cases.

As a result of the VNC analysis, three alternative value network configurations are
formed. They provide a high-level technical architecture of the remote connection
implementation and discuss the accumulated value of each actor concerning remote
maintenance service. The insights gained from the VNCs and literature are
then employed to propose a future technical architecture for remote maintenance
connectivity in factories.

Keywords: remote maintenance, industrial networks, Industrial Internet, 5G,
remote connection, Value Network Configuration
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Huoltotoimet ovat suuressa roolissa tehtaan toiminnassa, sillä ne ehkäisevät
konerikkoja ja pidentävät koneen käyttöikää. Sensori-, laskenta- ja tietoliikennetek-
nologian kehittymisen johdosta sensoridataa voidaan hyödyntää yhä enemmän
koneen kunnon reaaliaikaiseen valvontaan. Datan saanti on kuitenkin haastavaa
teollisissa verkoissa käytettyjen sovelluskohtaisten teknologioiden ja liitäntöjen
takia. Sen vuoksi sensoridataa hyödynnetään harvoin muissa prosesseissa kuin
automaatiossa. Teollisuuden suunnatessa kohti uutta teollista aikakautta, joka
tunnetaan myös nimillä Teollinen Internet ja Teollisuus 4.0, on datan saatavuutta
parannettava sovelluskohteille, jotka voivat realisoida sen potentiaalisen arvon.

Tämä tutkimus tarkastelee etäylläpidon käyttöönoton toteutettavuutta tehtaissa.
Aihetta lähestytään liitettävyyden näkökulmasta. Tutkimus suoritetaan tarkaste-
lemalla kirjallisuutta sekä haastattelemalla lukuisia teollisuuden asiantuntijoita
koskien liitettävyyttä ja datan hyödyntämistä tehtaissa. Nämä muodostavat perus-
tan arvoverkkoanalyysille, jossa sovelletaan arvoverkkokonfiguraatio-menetelmää,
jolla analysoidaan arvon jakautumista eri toimijoiden kesken vaihtoehtoisissa
etäyhteystapauksissa.

Arvoverkkokonfiguraatioanalyysin tuloksena muodostetaan kolme vaihtoehtoista
arvoverkkokonfiguraatiota. Ne tarjoavat korkean tason teknisen arkkitehtuurin
etäyhteyden implementaatiosta ja tarkastelevat toimijoiden kerryttämää arvoa
etäylläpitopalvelun osalta. Arvoverkkokonfiguraatioista ja kirjallisuudesta saatu-
jen näkemysten pohjalta esitellään lisäksi tulevaisuuden tekninen arkkitehtuuri
etäylläpidon liitettävyydelle tehtaissa.

Avainsanat: etäylläpito, teollisuusverkot, Teollinen Internet, 5G, etäyhteys, ar-
voverkkokonfiguraatio
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1 Introduction
In the coming years, the fifth generation of mobile telecommunications technologies
(5G) will initiate a new industrial era, which will entirely change the way machines
operate and communicate with each other. This era, also known as Industrial Internet
or Industrie 4.0 (also referred to as Industry 4.0), will not only transform isolated
industrial systems to globally connected entireties but also advance our society and
economy. Futuristic applications, such as self-driving cars, and fully autonomous
manufacturing and supply chains will be some of the many outcomes arising out
of the radical transformation of industry and evolution of mobile and computing
technologies. The advancements will create a totally connected world where physical
devices, vehicles, home appliances, and other "things" embedded with electronics,
software and sensors would be able to communicate with each other via a network,
also known as Internet-of-Things (IoT). The amount of these things, according to
the IHS forecast 2016 (available at [1]), is expected to grow from 20 billion in 2017 to
75 billion in 2025. The growth – following the Network Externality theory [2] – will
generate a vast amount of business opportunities, which can, according to McKinsey
[3], have an economic impact of $3.9 trillion to $11.1 trillion per year in 2025. Part
of the impact ($1.2–3.7 trillion) will result from advanced industrial applications,
such operations optimization, predictive maintenance and inventory optimization.

In industrial operations, maintenance activities play an important role, as they
prevent breakdowns and increase the life-cycle of machines, hence directly affecting
production availability and reliability [4], as well as competitiveness and profitability
of a company [5]. With the advances in Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) and rapid decrease in sensor costs, maintenance strategies are gradually evolving
from simple run-to-failure or time-based maintenance to more advanced ones, such
as Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) or predictive maintenance. Advanced
strategies are based on diagnostics tools that measure and exploit sensor data of,
e.g., temperature, pressure and vibration, to provide real-time information about the
machine condition. Consequently, maintenance activities can be conducted at the
right time rather than on a certain time or date intervals which, on the other hand,
increases the efficiency of the maintenance function (better utilization of spare parts)
and decreases the risk for unexpected breakdowns.

Advances in computing, electronics, software and sensor technology have allowed
machines to evolve into autonomous, automated systems, which increasingly perform
various tasks without human assistance. These systems generate massive amount of
data since their operation depends on sensors and actuators (from tens to hundreds per
machine), which in coordination with the controller unit(s), control the performance
of machine(s). In a typical factory setting, the autonomous systems are connected to
a larger production system via industrial communications technologies, thus forming
an industrial network.

Industrial Networks are special kind of networks that are different from conven-
tional networks due to the hostile environment, and strict communications require-
ments regarding latency and jitter. For this reason, communication protocols and
interfaces are often proprietary and not compatible with standard communications



protocols such as Ethernet. This impedes machine data to be utilized in applications
other than, the ones used in industrial automation and production management.
Moreover, the complexity of network structure (multi-level network structure with
different communication technologies on each level) inflicts challenges in cases where,
for example, a remote connection to a factory machine needs to be established for
troubleshooting. In such a case, the remote connection is typically established via a
wired connection, whereupon it must pass through the factory’s internal network,
thus causing complications regarding the deployment of remote service. With the
mobile solution, the complexity of internal network can be avoided, although at the
expense of security and access control. This thesis analyzes the feasibility of alter-
native remote connection solutions concerning remote maintenance by approaching
the topic from a techno-ecnomic viewpoint. The analysis will provide insight on the
characteristics of alternatives and the value creation logic of remote maintenance
solutions.

1.1 Motivation

Over the last decades, sensor and network technologies have evolved substantially.
This has allowed factories to supervise their operations more efficiently and enhance
the overall performance of the production by exploiting the data collected from
machines, logistics and other factory-related functions. Machines typically collect
a vast amount of data, of which most are used merely for real-time control in
automation systems or anomaly detection [3]. Consequently, there remains an
additional value to be captured by applications, such as predictive maintenance or
production optimization. With the emergence of Industrial Internet, there is also a
growing need for more open machine data, which can be utilized by more than one
entity. However, the incompatibility of industrial ICT with the conventional ICT
hinders the implementations regarding data sharing, e.g., for remote maintenance
operations. Hence, the feasibility of alternative connectivity solutions, including 5G,
should be studied.

1.2 Research question

Factories are generally considered as closed systems in which machine operational
data and external connections are controlled strictly. Normally, the data is not
shared with other actors, like machine providers because the implementation of
remote connection for data collection purpose is considered to be an unnecessary
security risk, and burdensome due to the complexity of industrial networks. More-
over, the machine data is regarded as a valuable asset, which is not provided to
the third parties without substantial benefits. Nevertheless, remote maintenance
or monitoring can be valuable for machine providers and factories, for example, in
terms of revenue and reduction of downtime, respectively. To find the most feasible
solution benefiting both parties, different connectivity options should be studied.
Thus, the main research question is as follows:
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What are the alternative connectivity solutions for remote maintenance deployment
in factories?

To answer the main question, different remote connection options and value network
configurations are studied, thus the sub-questions are following:

RQ1: How does connectivity and data policy choice affect the functionalities
of remote maintenance?

RQ2: What is the value network configuration in each remote connection case?

1.3 Research methods and scope

The scope of this thesis is limited to the remote connection cases which enable
machine providers to maintain or monitor factory machines remotely. The focus of
the thesis is solely on the remote maintenance or monitoring of machines located in
a factory, thus remote monitoring of production, logistics or other factory functions
are beyond the scope. The implementation of remote maintenance is studied from
a techo-economic viewpoint by analyzing alternative remote connection solutions
qualitatively. The cost analysis of the solutions and the actual realization of the
implementation are excluded from the thesis.

The research in the thesis is based on literature review and semi-structured
interviews. The literature review includes publications from academia, industry
consortia and other major standard development organizations, including 3GPP (3rd
Generation Partnership Project), ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute) and 5GPPP (5th Generation Public-Private Partnership). The interviews
are conducted with experts from different industry fields, to gain insights about the
current status in factories regarding remote maintenance, network technologies and
connections, and data utilization. Additionally, the information from the interviews
is used as an input for the case studies, which establish the foundation for the value
network analysis.

In order to determine how value is distributed among different actors in alternative
remote maintenance solutions, Value Network Configurations (VNCs) are formed.
The configurations provide information about the roles each actor can take within
the limits of current or future technology, and which actor will accumulate most
value in terms of money, data or other indirect benefits. Moreover, they illustrate
the underlying technical architecture of each solution. The VNC method is discussed
more closely in Chapter 4.1.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

After the introductory chapter, the thesis is structured in the following manner.
Chapter 2 reviews the publications regarding e-Maintenance, Industrial networks,
Industrial Internet and 5G, which form the basis for understanding maintenance
activities and network connectivity in factories, and the possible impact of future
technologies on industrial operations. Chapter 3 presents three different factory
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and remote connection cases, which are based on the information obtained from
the interviews, and also partly on literature. The case studies are the basis for
Chapter 4, which involves the VNC of each remote connection case and the possible
future technical architecture for remote maintenance connectivity in factories. The
final form of VNCs is the result of iterative improvement, which was based on the
feedback gained from the thesis supervisor and advisor, and industry experts during
the multiple workshop sessions. Chapter 5 discusses the results of the analysis and
the insights gained from the case studies. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. The visual
representation of the structure is illustrated in Figure 1.

3. Case Studies

1. Introduc�on

2. Literature Review

4. Value Network Analysis

5. Discussion

6. Conclusions

4.1 Theore�cal framework

Interviews3.1 Factory cases
3.2 Remote

connec�on cases

4.1 Theore�cal
framework

4.2 Technical architecture
and business roles
4.3 Value network
configura�ons

Workshop
sessions

4.4 Future technical
architecture

Figure 1: Structure of the thesis.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 E-maintenance

The importance of maintenance function is increasing in today’s factories due its
role to improve availability and safety of equipment, as well as product quality [6],
which, on the other hand, affect production performance and competitiveness [4].
Maintenance function has increasingly been supported by ICT, thus allowing the
emergence of e-maintenance concept [6]. The definition of the concept and different
type of remote maintenance strategies are presented in the following chapters.

2.1.1 Definition

The term e-maintenance appeared in early 2000 and is now widely used in maintenance-
related literature. It covers many maintenance-related functions which has lead to
inconsistent definitions and usage of the term. [7] To better understand the concept,
possible roles of e-maintenance need to be determined, that is, whether e-maintenance
is a maintenance strategy, maintenance plan, maintenance type or maintenance
support [6].

• E-maintenance as a maintenance strategy : E-maintenance can be seen as a
management method in which real-time machine data, obtained through ICT,
is utilized in different tasks and systems [8]. Hence, it can be interpreted as a
maintenance management process [9], which handles massive amount of data
and ensures that information is available at functions where it is needed at the
right time in order that maintenance decisions can be performed strategically,
in synchronization with the production [10].

• E-maintenance as a maintenance plan: E-maintenance can also be viewed as a
maintenance plan, which explores new approaches, such as CBM, collaborative
maintenance, remote maintenance and service, and integration of maintenance
function with the production, in order to conduct more efficient maintenance
and prepare for the future e-automation manufacturing world. The imple-
mentation of the plan requires a proactive e-maintenance scheme, which is an
interdisciplinary approach consisting of monitoring, diagnosis, prognosis and
control processes. [10]

• E-maintenance as a maintenance type: Generally, e-maintenance is seen as
gradual replacement of traditional maintenance practices with more proactive
or predictive ones, such as CBM [11].

• E-maintenance as a maintenance support : E-maintenance can be referred as
distributed artificial intelligence environment, which involves an information
processing resources, decision support and communication tools, as well as
cooperation between maintenance processes and expert systems [12].
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Based on the review of the possible roles, the term e-maintenance can be defined
as follows:

A maintenance management concept which includes the resources, services and
technology necessary to enable a proactive execution of maintenance process in syn-
chronization with the production, logistics and upper-level enterprise functions.

E-maintenance is an extremely broad concept as it covers many direct and indirect
functions regarding maintenance. In this thesis, the focus is on remote maintenance,
which is a part of factory’s e-maintenance system. Remote maintenance can consist
of services, such as monitoring, diagnostics, prognostics and optimization, which are
performed over the Internet by the service provider autonomously, or in collaboration
with the factory personnel.

2.1.2 Maintenance strategies

Maintenance is a critical function in any factory since it minimizes machine break-
downs and extends the life-cycle of machines. Formulating a proper maintenance
plan requires a factory or maintenance manager to evaluate different maintenance
strategies in order to minimize the combined cost of operating the business and
maintaining the factory [4]. The strategy can vary from basic maintenance, such as
run-to-failure, time-based maintenance or "design out", to more advanced one, like
CBM. Additionally, the strategy may consist of maintenance-related functions which
are performed remotely. The remote maintenance strategies are presented in Figure
2.

The most basic strategy, which can be applied to maintaining equipment, is
run-to-failure (also known as maintain-on-failure or breakdown maintenance) [4]. In
this strategy, equipment is maintained only when there is a failure, as the name refers.
Organizing this type of maintenance is simple, and it does not require additional
scheduling work. However, a failure might occur at an inconvenient time which might
lead to whole production being stalled. Moreover, a large spare part inventory and
maintenance team may be needed, to ensure a rapid response to a failure.

Time-based maintenance or preventive maintenance is a strategy, which focuses on
preventing failures by replacing machine parts based on predetermined useful life, or at
certain calendar days [4]. With this strategy, spare parts are ordered only when they
are required. Hence, there is no need for excessive spare parts supply. Furthermore,
the probability of unexpected failures is minimized by not waiting until the machine
parts are completely threadbare. Despite the preventive measures, failures may
still occur because suitable and correct failure data are not always available, to
construct a right estimation of the life of components [4]. Consequently, a factory
may overmaintain its equipment, leading to unnecessary production stoppages and
inefficient use of spare parts.

Sometimes, continuous failures stem from deviating behavior of a process or
software. In these type of cases, "design out" strategy aims to prevent or reduce
future breakdowns by updating the process design or software. This strategy only
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addresses the problems with continuous breakdowns, thus time-based maintenance or
CBM may still be needed to prevent failures that are not related to design issues. [4]

Advanced maintenance plans such as CBM differ from the strategies mentioned
above, as they exploit sensor data to detect early deterioration of components, hence
enabling timely and efficient maintenance process. The functionality of CBM is based
on continuous monitoring of sensor data, which is utilized for measuring a specific
parameter that indicates the condition of a machine. The parameter can be, for
example, a performance indicator, or a diagnostic measurement, which provides a
warning of deterioration. [4]

A maintenance strategy can also consist of application areas which are performed
remotely. Figure 2 presents the most common remote services for industrial applica-
tions. The starting point for all remote services is that the machines, which need
to be remotely maintained, are equipped with sensors and can be connected to the
Internet. Additionally, the sensor data needs to be stored in a private or public cloud,
from which it can be utilized in various remote and web services.

Figure 2: Remote services which can be built around sensor data (modified from
[13]).

Remote monitoring is the foundation for all the other services seen in Figure
2, since it provides the possibility to supervise the condition and performance of
equipment, through which decisions about a potential remote control or remote
optimization can be conducted. Remote monitoring also enables a service provider
to know how its machines are used and where they are located, thus providing
an opportunity to develop better machines and improve logistics (spare parts and
maintenance personnel). From a customer’s viewpoint, remote monitoring allows
machines to be supervised around the clock, and it can also reveal information, which
was not formerly available. A customer can use this information, for example, to
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improve maintenance activities.
After sensor data can be stored in a cloud and utilized for monitoring, the next

step would be the implementation of remote control. In factories, machines are
typically controlled remotely when an untypical malfunction is observed in machine’s
controlling system. The control, in these type of cases, would actually refer to remote
diagnosis and remote repair, although it is possible, for example, to start a machine
tool or control an industrial robot remotely if the customer allows it. In addition
to the remote diagnostics and repair, remote control also enables remote updates,
which can be used, for example, to repair software errors, re-calibrate sensors and
change measurement parameters [13, p. 67].

In remote optimization, the settings of machines can be changed in real-time – at
least close to real-time – to enhance the performance and improve the reliability of
equipment. Additionally, the use of resources and raw material can also be optimized,
on condition that other information (i.e., utilization rate of equipment and physical
properties of raw materials) apart from sensor data is accessible to the service provider.
[13, p. 66] Optimizing equipment and processes requires more advanced analytical
methods than in remote monitoring and control, since data need to be combined
from various sources and analyzed is such a manner that it provides concrete benefits
to the customer.

Remote CBM or predictive maintenance offers most opportunities to exploit data
(see Figure 3). For example, it can improve productivity by increasing the utilization
rate of machines, by decreasing unexpected failures and by reducing maintenance
breaks [13, p. 73]. This can be realized by monitoring the condition of machines and
by estimating when the maintenance is needed. The estimations rely on anomalies
which are tried to be observed from the real-time data [13, p. 73]. To improve
the accuracy of estimations even further, historical data of a monitored machine –
or even global historical data of the similar machine model – can be exploited in
the assessment of maintenance need. Although remote CBM can provide the most
concrete benefits compared to the other remote services, it is also most challenging
one to implement and requires large investments.

Implementing a correct maintenance plan always requires a careful inspection
of alternative strategies and the possible benefits that can be realized with them.
Obviously, the best option would be to apply CBM as an overall policy to all
machines, but it would not be cost-effective because some techniques related to CBM
are expensive. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate which machines are critical from
the viewpoint of safety, capital value and production, and require more advanced
maintenance strategies, and which ones would manage with typical maintenance
procedures. [4]

2.2 Industrial networks

In the past decades, automation has had a central role in many industry areas,
including manufacturing, electricity generation, food and beverage processing, and
chemical refinement. It has allowed plants to be operated more efficiently by saving
in labor costs, and by improving quality, accuracy and precision in processes, such
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Figure 3: Potential benefits that can be realized by predictive maintenance (modified
from [13, Fig. 7]).

as manufacturing and assembling. One of the key factors of modern automation
systems have been industrial control networks, which have allowed horizontal (e.g.,
peer-to-peer coordinated control among sensors and actuators) and vertical (e.g.,
control among a machine, a cell and a system) integration of distributed devices
and functions [14], [15]. Following chapters discuss the characteristics of industrial
networks and present the overview of current fieldbus and control systems, and
wireless technologies.

2.2.1 Network characteristics

In recent years, industrial networks have gradually started to resemble conventional
networks due to the employment of Ethernet standard in industrial equipment and
control networks. Although similarities can be found on some levels (e.g., management
and enterprise level), the requirements in networking and communications differ
significantly, especially in lower level control networks (see Table 1). [16] For example,
the requirements regarding jitter and delay are very stringent; packets must be
received periodically and before a certain time. Additionally, the hierarchy of
industrial networks is very deep, meaning that each level – even the field level
is divided to multiple subnetworks – may apply different protocols and physical
standards. Consequently, the devices on one level cannot communicate directly with
devices on another level, unless there is a gateway that can convert, for example,
fieldbus traffic to Ethernet traffic [17].
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Table 1: Differences between industrial and conventional networks [16].

Industrial Conventional
Primary function Supervision and control

of machinery
Data processing and
routing

Environment Manufacturing and
process industry

Corporate and house-
hold

Hierarchy Deep, functionally
separated hierarchies
with many protocols
and physical standards

Shallow, integrated hier-
archies with uniform pro-
tocol and physical stan-
dards

Failure severity High Low
Required reliability High Moderate
Round trip times 250 µs - 10 ms 50+ ms
Determinism High Low
Data composition Small packets of

periodic and aperiodic
traffic

Large, aperiodic packets

Temporal consistency Required Not required
Operating environment Hostile, often involving

high levels of dust, heat
and vibration

Clean environments

Architecture

Industrial networks normally consist of various network levels which are often con-
nected through divergent interfaces and protocols. Figure 4 shows the well-known
automation pyramid which describes the functionality of each level and the most
common communication technologies connecting them. Additionally, it shows the
time constraints for each level, that is, the time on which decisions are performed
based on the collected data. The levels are:

• Field Level: This level represents all field equipment embedded with sensors
(optical, magnetic, thermal etc.) and actuators (pneumatic, hydraulic, electronic
etc.) [18]. The control structure of equipment can be either closed-loop or
open-loop (see figure 5). In a closed-loop system, a sensor measures the effects
caused by the actuator and provides feedback, for example, whether the action
of the actuator should be stopped or continued. In an open-loop system, on
the other hand, the actuator does not receive any feedback and acts solely on
the input signal. Open-loop control is rarely used in industrial automation
because it requires continuous supervision, and manual operation when the
behaviour of a system needs to be changed. [19, pp. 28–32]

• Control Level: The purpose of this level is to control field level equipment by
executing preprogrammed commands on controllers, such as Programmable
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Figure 4: Automation pyramid (modified from [20], [21]).

Logic Controller (PLC) or Computer Numerical Control (CNC) [15]. The
communication between the controllers and field level machinery often has
high requirements regarding the Quality-of-Service (QoS). This type of com-
munication is known as Isochronous Real-Time (IRT) communication, which
has an upper limit of 1 µs for jitter and 10 ms for latency. Today, only field
bus technologies, such as PROFIBUS (Process Field Bus), INTERBUS, CAN
(Control Area Network), DeviceNet and some of the adapted Ethernet protocols,
like PROFINET (Process Field Net) IRT and EtherCAT (Ethernet for Control
Automation Technology) can satisfy IRT requirements. [17]

• Process Control Level: Process Control or Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition (SCADA) level coordinates lower level machinery and processes
through supplier-specific process control software or some 3rd party software,
which applies OPC (Object linking and embedding for Process Control) standard
[20], [22]. The software is usually installed on a PC-based system, such as
industrial, desktop or Panel PC. Typically, PC-based systems communicate
with the lower levels via standard Ethernet using industrial Ethernet switches.
[22] The focus of these systems is data acquisition from field level equipment and
processes, and information visualization through a Human-Machine Interface
(HMI) [16].

• Plant Management Level: This level consists of Manufacturing Execution Sys-
tems (MESs) that integrate shop floor processes with top-level systems by
delivering status information of ongoing lower level processes to the higher level,
and by optimizing the allocation of the resources (e.g., machines, robots, labor,
tasks and parts) based on the received production orders from the enterprise
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level. MESs are highly modular, and they include various functions, such as
maintenance management, product tracking, performance analysis and quality
management, which can be applied according to the operational needs of a
company. [23]

• Enterprise Management Level: Top level of the automation pyramid contains
the business intelligence of an enterprise. The objective of this level is to
provide a unified view to all functions and departments through information
systems, like Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) that cover functional areas,
such as financial and accounting, human resources, supply chain management,
and customer relationships. [24]

Actuator Machine
Input
Signal

Open-loop control

Actuator Machine

Sensor

-Input
Signal

Feedback

Closed-loop control

Figure 5: Open-loop and closed-loop control (modified from [19, Fig. 2-1 and 2-4]).

Although the architecture presented above is applicable in many cases, it is
slowly becoming obsolete due to the gradual adaptation of Ethernet standards to all
automation levels [15]. For example, Sauter [14] and Rotondi et al. [17] present a
three-tier communication-focused automation pyramid, which consists of production
and field level, SCADA level, and enterprise level. There are numerous other versions
of the pyramid in literature, but in general, the following statement applies to almost
all; the amount of data increases and the real-time requirements for data transmission
decrease when moving towards the top of the pyramid [25].

2.2.2 Communication protocols

Today, a wide variety of communication protocols are used in industrial networks
which results from rigorous requirements regarding the real-time control of field
equipment, as well as, the specialized needs of different industry sectors [16]. Industrial
protocols can roughly be divided into three classes: fieldbus, Ethernet-based fieldbus
and wireless [14].

Fieldbus

Fieldbus systems, just like Internet, apply internationally accepted communications
reference model OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) in the definition of communica-
tion functions. However, the model used in industrial systems is a simplified version
with only three layers (see Figure 6): application, data link and physical. In addition
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to the aforementioned layers, a user layer is required in fieldbus systems, to include
function blocks, which specify how different type of data or information (pressure,
temperature, speed, etc.) should be managed. The OSI layers in fieldbus systems
have similar functionalities as in Internet systems. Physical layer defines voltages
and physical connections and specifies how the conversion between electrical signals
and bits should be performed. Data link layer, on the other hand, determines the
protocol, encodes and decodes messages, and provides the means to detect errors that
may occur on the physical layer. Moreover, it ensures deterministic data exchange
between network nodes. Network and Transport layers, which are very important
from networking perspective in conventional networks, have been omitted by almost
every fieldbus protocol producer. [26, pp. 252–254] One of the reasons have been
the conclusion that the simplified model would improve the performance of data
transmission (reduction of layer data processing and passing delays), which was a
problem in the first implementations of seven layer profile defined by Manufacturing
Automation Protocol (MAP) Task Force [27]. Even though the simplified model
does not include all the layers, it can still provide similar functionalities (e.g., net-
working) as in OSI model within the application layer. However, the mechanisms of
accomplishing these functionalities are considerably different from general-purpose
networks. [16]

In today’s industrial networks, one can find a diverse set of fieldbus protocols
due to the specialized requirements of different field level systems, as was stated
before. For example, in some system, low latency could be crucial from the operations
viewpoint, while in some other system, the priority could be high link bandwidth
and network capacity.

Physical

Data Link

Network

Transport

Session

Presenta�on

Applica�on

Physical

Data Link

Applica�on

User layer

Full OSI model Three layer model

Figure 6: OSI and simplified three layer model [26, Fig. 12.3]).
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Ethernet-based fieldbus

One of the major problems in industrial networks has been the fact that different
levels in the automation pyramid are controlled by networking technologies that are
incompatible with each other which has inflicted many issues in the vertical integration
of the automation pyramid levels. With Ethernet and IP (Internet Protocol) suite,
the data exchange across all pyramid levels can be alleviated, thus making the
structure of the pyramid flatter and easier to handle. [14] However, Ethernet as
such is not applicable for field level communications because it cannot fully satisfy
the real-time requirements needed in industrial automation [28]. Nevertheless, Real-
Time Ethernet (RTE) properties and backward compatibility with the Fieldbus
systems can be achieved with one of the three approaches discussed in [29]. They are
presented in Figure 7. Common to all approaches is that they use Ethernet cabling
and TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)/UDP (User Datagram Protocol)/IP
protocols for non-real-time communications. The real-time capabilities are achieved
by concentrating all real-time modification to the application layer, by bypassing
TCP/UDP/IP and accessing Ethernet functionality directly, or by modifying the
Ethernet mechanisms and infrastructure itself. These approaches are called "On top
of TCP/IP", "On top of Ethernet" and "Modified Ethernet", respectively.

Applica�on

Transport

Network

Physical

On top of
TCP/IP

On top of 
Ethernet

Modified 
Ethernet

Real-�me 
protocol Real-�me 

protocol
Real-�me 
protocol

Modified 
Ethernet

Figure 7: Ethernet-based fieldbus stack implementations on TCP/IP reference model
[16], [29].

When the RTE is implemented on top of TCP/IP, only the application layer
functionalities are modified which allows transparent communications over network
boundaries as well as through routers. This enables, for example, to build automation
networks that could be extended over the local network boundaries. Handling the
protocol stack over larger networks would, however, introduce non-deterministic delays
and require devices that are equipped with a reasonable amount processing power
and memory. Currently, RTE protocols, such as EtherNet/IP and MODBUS/TCP,
implement real-time functionalities on top of TCP/IP.

Should the RTE realized on top of Ethernet, the physical layer remains unaltered,
but a custom ethertype is specified in the Ethernet frame. The ethertype allows RTE
protocols to use their own protocol stacks alongside the standard IP which, on the
other hand, enables the allocation of bandwidth and prioritization between devices
within the network. However, the connected devices must have the understanding of
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the ethertype, to use the real-time properties of the RTE protocol. One example
of RTE protocol, which is implemented on top Ethernet, is PROFINET CBA
(Component Based Automation).

The RTE solutions that modify the Ethernet mechanisms or network infrastructure
stem from the Fieldbus solutions where starbus topology was replaced with bus
or ring topologies in order to reduce cabling costs. Since the default topology of
Ethernet is a star, modifications to the hardware or infrastructure are mandatory in
order to have real-time functionalities in bus-like or ring-like topologies (see Figure
8). This can be realized by integrating the switching functionality inside the field
device. Consequently, every connected device must be compatible at the hardware
level in order that the real-time properties of the protocol can be used. Some of
the well-known protocols, which apply "Modified Ethernet" approach, are SERCOS
(Serial Real-Time Communications), EtherCAT and PROFINET IO.

Figure 8: An example of star, ring and bus topology.

Wireless

As Ethernet-based fieldbus is slowly becoming a dominating technology in field-
level communications, the next logical step in the evolution of Industrial networks
would be the inclusion of wireless technologies. The topic has been studied in many
publications [14], [30], [31], [32], but is still far away from being resolved. The issue in
wireless communications is varying transmission channel conditions (e.g., interference,
attenuation, path loss and thermal noise) which cause challenges for satisfying the
stringent real-time and reliability requirements of many industrial applications [33],
[31]. Nevertheless, with proper designs and technical solutions, wireless technologies
will become more common in the field-level networks in the near future due to the
benefits and possibilities they can offer [14]. By using wireless solutions, a factory
could, for example, save in cabling costs, unlock new information from sensors,
deploy new devices quicker, alter the shop floor setup flexibly, and use wireless
control applications [30], [33]. In the industrial setting, wireless networks are usually
referred to as Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSANs). In WSANs, sensors
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and actuators are equipped with transceivers, which enable a wireless transmission
of collected data not only between the sensors and actuators embedded in the same
machine but also with other machines as well [34]. In order that WSANs would
experience a wide-spread penetration in industrial automation, especially process and
discrete manufacturing automation, the following challenges should be addressed:

• Safety: WSANs should be designed in such a manner that they guarantee the
safety of humans, environment and property. The design should address the
issues caused by connection losses and packet errors [30].

• Security: A possible manipulation of sensor and actuator data should be pre-
vented with proper safety measures. Moreover, possible external Denial-of-
Service (DoS) attacks should be reckoned with safe state features included to
the automation systems. [30]

• Availability: Should a communication error occur in some production section,
the influence of it to the overall production should be minimized [30].

• Latency: In automation systems, data is only valid for a short time, and
therefore delivery of data should not exceed a certain time limit [32].

• Network size: The network should be capable of satisfying the required refresh
rates of sensors (expresses the frequency of sensor readings) [30]

• System integration: WSANs need to be integrated seamlessly with the IP
architecture so that machine data could be utilized more efficiently in production
management and remote services [32].

• Wireless channel conditions: A wireless communication link is exposed to
the interference of many sources, which decreases the quality of a link [32].
Therefore, proper interference cancelling methods are required so that the
real-time properties could be achieved in WSANs [30].

• Energy consumption: Due to required refresh rates in automation systems,
it is difficult to decrease the energy consumption of sensors. Therefore, it
is not expected to have completely wireless field equipment equipped with
battery-powered sensors and actuators in process and manufacturing industries
in the near future. However, temporary battery-powered sensor installations
could be used, e.g., for machine optimization purposes. [30]

Many challenges need to be resolved before wireless technologies can widely be
adopted in industrial automation as can be noticed from the list above. It is also not
expected that they would fully replace existing wired systems in form WSANs, but
are more likely to be implemented as complementary solutions to wired field-level
networks [14]. For example, Sauter [14] proposes a hybrid wired/wireless network
topology which consists of isolated wireless clusters that are connected to the field-
level backbone network through access points (see Figure 9). The clusters do not
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Figure 9: Hybrid network topology with isolated clusters (modified from [14]).

exchange data, or at least not with real-time requirements. This type of setup in
factories could be, for example, wireless clusters consisting of multiple cells.

Currently, IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics) wireless technologies, such
as 802.11; WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network), 802.15.4; WPAN (Wireless Personal
Area Network) and 802.15.1; Bluetooth, are used in many commercial applications.
Even though the requirements for reliability and latency in consumer applications are
less stringent than in industrial applications, standardized technologies can potentially
contribute to the wireless technologies being widely adapted to Industrial networks as
well. However, the aforementioned wireless technologies as such would not be suited
to more critical factory operations, like automation because they cannot meet the
real-time communication requirements [14]. Therefore, communications standards,
such as WirelessHART and ISA 100.11a, which are designed for applications founded
in process automation, have modified the MAC (Media Access Control) layer of
IEEE 802.15.4 (the PHY layer is adapted without modifications) in order to make it
more applicable for the industrial environment. These communications standards
are mainly targeting applications (e.g., condition monitoring) that do not have
high requirements for latency. Therefore, it is very likely that some improvements
are needed before the current IEEE standards would be able to serve time-critical
applications. [30] On other hand, another alternative for IEEE solutions are mobile
technologies, particularly 5G, which are developed by 3GPP. One of the main
objectives of 5G is to provide technology and infrastructure which would meet the
requirements of mission-critical communications (i.e., time-critical communications)
[35]. For example, Yilmaz et al. [36] studies the use of 5G in industrial automation
by simulating an LTE (Long-Term Evolution) system with modified physical layer
attributes and convolution code modulation. The simulation results showed that it
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is possible to guarantee sub-millisecond wireless transmission with very low failure
rate. 5G is covered more closely in subchapter 2.4.

2.2.3 Industrial control systems

Interconnection of various production related functions and assets through commu-
nication networks is of primary importance in today’s factories because it enables
diagnostics, supervision and control of equipment [37]. Communication networks
in industrial setting are normally comprised of components and applications, such
PLCs, SCADA and Distributed Control System (DCS) [16]. These components
and applications with other ICT resources, like servers, routers and desktops, form
Industrial control systems or networks [37]. An example of Industrial control network
can be seen from Figure 10. The two rightmost blocks (Control Networks and Field
Area) in the figure are the core of every Industrial control network. In a typical
industrial network, these blocks contain sensors and actuators, which are controlled
by PLCs. However, in some industries, like manufacturing, the blocks also include
CNC controllers in addition to the PLCs. These controllers are used to operate
movements of machine tools and robots by means of numerical values, which are
produced by Computer Aided Design (CAD) software [38].

Figure 10: An example of Industrial control network and typical connections between
field-level and corporate-level equipment [37].

PLCs are specialized and solid-state electronic devices which can be programmed
through a dedicated port or network by using a special programming language and
software. They are highly modular devices, which generally consist of a power supply,
processor, input/output module and communication module. The modularity enables
easier maintenance and installation of larger PLCs, which can be composed of more
than one module of each type. Moreover, modules with different functionalities can
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be combined, depending on the system requirements. [16] PLCs can be used, for
example, to control motor rotation speed or fluid flow.

The middle block in Figure 10 represents the process network, which is designed to
support monitoring and management of field devices through SCADA, DCS and other
specialized process control software, such as OPC UA (Unified Architecture) based
applications [37]. Most of these systems are purely software based and are normally
applied at the process control level (see Figure 4) [16]. SCADA, for example, is a
system which main focus is data acquisition and data presentation through centralized
HMI, and as such, it does not perform any substantial control of equipment. SCADA
systems are usually comprised of two application layers; client applications and server
applications. The client-side applications are responsible for presenting machine
data through HMI, whereas the server applications manage the communication with
controllers, and coordinate and store the information which is being displayed by
the clients. Server and client applications are connected to each other via Ethernet,
and the controllers communicate with the servers through fieldbuses. [39] SCADA
systems are tailored for geographically diverse control hardware, which can be
dispersed over long distances. Therefore, it is often required to use communication
services offered by third parties, like Internet Service Provider (ISP) in order to
connect the hardware. Since the third-party communication media is often unreliable
or have limited bandwidth, SCADA systems are normally event-driven (only changes
in variables reported) rather than process-driven (a continuous stream of process
variables). [16]

DCSs, on the other hand, are process-driven and resemble SCADA systems
in many functions, as they are also software based and have a centralized HMI.
Since the focus of DCSs is on presenting a steady stream of process information, a
much higher level of interconnection between software layer and control hardware is
required than in SCADA systems. In DSCs, the whole control hardware is comprised
of powerful PLCs that often implement multiple closed-loop controls. Because of
the aforementioned matters, DCSs are less suitable for geographically distributed
systems. Many DSCs need only a single engineering tool for programming control
hardware and configuring software due to the high level of interconnection. In order
to implement such a functionality, the equipment and software need to be bought
from the same vendor which tends to restrict the purchase of equipment from other
vendors. Moreover, implementing a proprietary system is a substantial investment
which often leads to situations where control hardware have much longer life-cycles
than the computer equipment. This is a growing concern from the overall security
viewpoint – especially in SCADA systems – since in many cases newer computers
and operating systems are not compatible with the control hardware which leads to
communication being implemented using obsolete hardware and drivers. [16] The
summary of the differences between a DCS and SCADA system are presented in
Table 2.

In recent years, a new automation concept named OPC UA has increasingly been
used in Industrial networks for transferring data between automation pyramid levels
in a standardized manner. Today, there exist over 35 000 different OPC products in
more than 17 million applications [40]. In industrial automation, OPC UA servers
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Table 2: Differences between a Distributed Control System (DCS) and Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system [16].

DCS SCADA
Process-driven Event-driven
Small geographical areas Large geographical areas
Suited to large, integrated systems,
such as chemical processing and elec-
tricity generation

Suited to multiple independent sys-
tems, such as discrete manufacturing
and utility distribution

Good data quality and transmission
media reliability

Poor data quality and transmission me-
dia reliability

Powerful, closed-loop control hardware Power efficient hardware, often focused
binary signal detection

typically exist on the process control level, although as such, OPC UA is not a
process control system, but more like a framework and a set of standards which
interconnect different systems by providing a common interface for communications
between products from various vendors. The functionality of OPC UA is entirely
based on state-of-the-art Web services technology, excluding the functionalities of
Classic OPC, which are included to ensure compatibility with older systems. [41]
Consequently, OPC UA functions can be implemented to any operating system
such as Apple, Android, Linux with JAVA and Microsoft Windows, or hardware
platform such as traditional PC hardware, cloud-based servers and PLCs [40]. The
communication of OPC UA is implemented into layers on top of standard TCP/IP
stack. The layers manage sessions and ensure that communication between clients
and server(s) is secured. [42] The data between clients and server(s) is encoded to
binary or XML (Extensible Markup Language) messages and is exchanged using
numerous transport protocols, including TCP, which provide options, such as OPC
binary and SOAP-HTTP(S) (Simple Object Access Protocol-Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol(Secure)) [40]. In Industrial networks, OPC UA server(s) typically collect
data from field level devices and communicate with OPC UA clients, which can be,
for example, ERP, MES, SCADA system, or Windows-based HMI (see Figure 11).

2.3 Industrial Internet

New levels of connectivity provided by the Internet, and the convergence of industrial
systems and exponentially growing technologies, such as advanced computing, analyt-
ics and low-cost sensing, have enabled the emergence of new concept named Industrial
Internet. It promises to revolutionize the interaction of industrial machines and
change the way business is done. [43] Next chapters present the waves of innovations,
industrial revolutions, and the term Industrie 4.0, which is similar to Industrial
Internet, but with more focus on industrial production applications. Moreover, the
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Figure 11: OPC UA communication within the automation pyramid (modified from
[41]).

prerequisites for materialization of Industrial Internet and the economic and technical
forces driving the change are discussed.

2.3.1 Industrial revolutions and waves of innovations

Both Industrial Internet and Industrie 4.0 refer to a new industrial era which is
supposed to change our society and economy. The name "Industrial Internet" was
invented by General Electric (GE), whereas "Industrie 4.0" was first used in Hanover
Fair in 2011, and since then it is frequently used by the German government bodies and
media with relation to the German industry, and discussed in academic publications
[44]. While these terms share similar vision of the forthcoming industrial era, their
view of the past revolutions differ.

Industrie 4.0, as the name refers, is the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The
previous three revolutions spanned almost 200 years starting from the introduction
of steam engines in the 1780s, followed by the mass production based on the division
of labor and electrification, and ending to the presentation of the first PLC (invented
by Modicon in 1969), which enabled the automatization of production systems (see
Figure 12) [44]. Common to all the previous revolutions was that the productivity
increased dramatically due to the introduction of novel technology. The Fourth
Industrial Revolution, on the other hand, is not driven by a revolutionary innovation,
but by the transformation of technological advances, such as cloud computing, "big
data" and analytics, augmented reality and autonomous robots, to support and
integrate production and business related functions across the entire value chain [45].
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Figure 12: An overview of the industrial revolutions (modified from [46]).

General Electric’s interpretation of the next revolution differs from the view
of Industrie 4.0, as it discusses the waves of innovations (see Figure 13), of which
Industrial Internet is meant to be the third one. According to the GE, the first
wave, i.e., the Industrial Revolution, spanned from 1750 to 1900. During this time,
innovations, including the steam engine, internal combustion engine and electricity,
were applied to manufacturing, energy production, transportation and agriculture,
initiating a period of economic growth and transformation. The Industrial Revolution
had an enormous impact on society, economy and culture since it introduced radical
advancements in transportation (railways, steamboats and trucks), communications
(telephone and telegraph) and living standards (electricity, running water, sanitation
and medicine). [43]

The second wave, i.e., The Internet Revolution, which is currently ongoing,
has been information and knowledge centric rather than resource centric that was
characteristic for the Industrial Revolution era. The Internet Revolution began
in 1950’s with the introduction of large main frame computers, software and data
packets that allowed communication between computers via a transmission medium.
The major breakthrough in this era was the invention of the World Wide Web, which
enabled communication between heterogeneous networks and devices all around the
world. With continuously increasing transmission speeds and more rapid exchange
of larger data volumes, new powerful platforms for commerce and social exchange
were created. The forerunners in this were companies, such as Google, Facebook and
eBay. [43] In the industry, the invention of the digital controller and the application
of networking and computing to production related functions allowed more flexible
operations and deeper integration [16], thus increasing the efficiency and productivity
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in industry fields, like process and manufacturing industry.
The third wave, as was stated before, is the Industrial Internet era, in which open

computing, communications and Internet-based digital technology are meant to merge
with industrial systems, thus offering new possibilities to accelerate productivity,
reduce inefficiency and waste, as well as improve the working experience of employees
[43]. The realization of Industrial Internet heavily depends on the assimilation
of advanced information and communication technologies in traditional industries
[47], as well as on the deployment of intelligent devices and systems, with which
machines, factories, fleets and networks can more deeply be integrated with the big
data, analytics and other advanced applications [43].

Figure 13: The three waves of innovation and change [43].

2.3.2 Economic and technical catalysts

There are many explanations why Internet Industrial is emerging now. Firstly,
the capabilities of machines are not being fully utilized and inefficiencies at the
system level continue to rise due the increasing complexity of industrial networks
and systems which create incentives to apply novel solutions arising from Internet-
based innovations [43]. Secondly, with rapid evolution of computing, information,
network and sensor technologies in the 21st century, it is now possible to support
widespread instrumentation, monitoring and analytics [13, pp. 44–47]. Thirdly, the
cost of instrumentation and cloud computing is declining, and advanced cloud-based
analytic tools are maturing and becoming widely available [43]. Lastly, the potential
economic benefits of Industrial Internet are significant, thus accelerating investments
in Industrial Internet applications and technology. In 2015, McKinsey predicted
that potential economic impact of IoT in 2025, including consumer surplus, is $3.9
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trillion to $11.1 trillion, of which factories (definition includes hospitals, agricultural
settings and manufacturing facilities) generate $1.21 billion to $3.7 billion due to more
efficient operations, maintenance and inventory management as well as improvements
in worker health and safety [3]. Merely in Germany, the next Industrial Revolution is
expected to contribute about 1 percent per year to GDP (Gross Domestic Product)
over the next ten years and create approximately 390,000 new jobs [45]. In addition
to the aforementioned factors, there are also many other economic and technical
catalysts which are affecting the transition to next industrial era. The catalysts are:

• Costs of deployment: Instrumentation and sensor costs have declined radically
in recent years which have enabled more economical installation of sensors and
monitoring of industrial machines [43].

• Computing power: During the past 50 years, the number of transistors in
microprocessors have doubled every year, as was predicted by the Moore’s Law.
At the same time, the performance of microchips has increased radically and
the price level declined, leading to the situation where it is feasible to equip
physical machines with more advanced digital intelligence [43].

• Advanced analytics and big data: Advances in software tools and analytic
methods have provided the means to collect and extract valuable information
from large data sets acquired from many different sources (e.g., equipment,
MES, ERP and customer-management systems) [45].

• Autonomous robots: Today, robots are an essential part of industrial automation
systems. They have long been used to perform complex tasks, which require
unprecedented precision and often power. [48] They are also gradually becoming
more autonomous, flexible and cooperative, and in the future, will be interacting
with one another as well as working safely abreast with human operators [45].

• Simulation: The importance of simulations in plant operations will rise in the
future, as they will be used to test and optimize machine settings for the next
products in line in a virtual environment before the actual physical changes
are made, thus decreasing machine setup times and improving quality [45].

• Horizontal and vertical system integration: Due to lack of standards and pro-
prietary solutions, most of today’s Information Technology (IT) systems in
factories – not to mention the linkage of IT systems across the value chain – are
not fully integrated [45]. However, the use of Ethernet in all automation levels
and implementation of standards, such as OPC UA, are gradually integrating
systems vertically. With the Industrial Internet, the vertical and horizontal
integration will evolve even further, leading to truly automated value chains
[45].

• The Industrial IoT: Today, sensor data is not fully utilized due to the limited
use of embedded computing in machines. With the Industrial IoT, machines
will be more intelligent due to smart sensors and smart computing, and with
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standard technologies, they will able to communicate and interact seamlessly
with one another as well as with the centralized controlling systems. [45]

• The cloud: Cloud-based software and analytics are slowly penetrating the
industrial market, but with emerging Industrial Internet applications, more
production-related data will be transferred across sites and factory boundaries,
hence leading to a growing need for cloud services [45]. As the price of processed
data is declining and industrial cloud platforms are emerging, cloud services will
eventually be adapted by the industry due to the productivity gains provided
by the Industrial Internet applications [43].

• Additive manufacturing: Additive manufacturing, also known as 3D printing,
is gradually becoming an important manufacturing technology. As a part of
Industrial Internet, it has a potential to revolutionize parts manufacturing and
logistics by means of decentralized manufacturing systems and parts-on-demand
production. [49]

• Augmented reality: Augmented reality is a novel HMI system, which overlays
computer-generated information on the physical world [50]. Augmented-reality-
based systems are currently at an early development stage [45], but they are
expected to introduce an innovative and efficient solution for workers in order to
improve decision making in maintenance, design, planning and machining tasks
through the real-time information provided by an augmented-reality-based
HMI [50].

The list above is by no means exhaustive, but it presents the key technologies
and economic factors that are driving the change towards Industrial Internet.

2.3.3 Prerequisites for materialization

Most of the technological elements as well as economic incentives for Industrial
Internet are already in place to initiate the change. However, there are some
prerequisites that need to be considered and studied before Industrial Internet can
truly materialize. Otherwise, it may remain as a vision and promises, as happened
with the Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) in the 1970s and 1980s [51]. At
that time, CIM promised a highly automated production and had a vision similar
to present-day Industrial IoT [51]. The vision and promises proved to be just a
marketing hype, resulting in wide investment losses [52]. In order to avoid the destiny
of failed market cases, like CIM, the realization of Industrial Internet presumes at
least a sufficient infrastructure to support the massive growth of data and devices,
proper cyber security measures, stakeholder involvement, new business opportunities,
talent development and education, and an architecture to support the implementation
of advanced industrial systems.

According to Gartner, the amount of connected "things" (devices, machines,
sensors, etc.) is expected to grow from 8.6 billion to 20.4 billion in the next three
years [53]. Therefore, the ICT infrastructure, including data centers, mobile and fixed
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networks, and broadband spectrum, has to be developed further in order to support
the significant growth of these things, as well as data volumes which will increase
as a consequence of the growth. From the industry perspective, the infrastructure
should be capable of providing adequate service for various machines, systems and
networks throughout industries and geographies.

With the emergence of Industrial Internet, more machines, devices, sensors as well
as industrial systems will be connected to the public networks which will increasingly
emphasize the importance of proper cyber security regimes. Many of today’s factories
still rely on closed networks and systems that are not designed to encounter the cyber
security threats involved with increasing connectivity [45]. Therefore, proper cyber
security strategies should be designed in terms of both network security (defense
strategy) and the security concerning devices that are connected to the public
network. The defense strategies should consider every layer, starting from the public
network down to the device. Additionally, sufficient measures regarding the data
and transmission encryption should be implemented in order to protect sensitive and
valuable information during its transmission, e.g., to a public cloud. [43]

The realization of Industrial Internet heavily depends on the co-operation of
various stakeholders, such as technology and machine vendors, asset owners/operators,
regulators and policymakers, international institutions, and academia [43], as well
as on the convergence of IT and Operational Technology (OT) [48]. The parties
involved in the development of Industrial Internet need to reach a consensus on
the technology standards, data privacy policies and cyber security strategies, which
would promote innovative business-to-business and business-to-consumer solutions
and encourage data sharing among businesses. Moreover, the traditional barriers
between IT and OT systems, processes and people need to be removed since one
of the major requirements for the realization of Industrial Internet is the seamless
interconnection between field-level machines, management-level systems and cloud
platforms [48].

With the Industrial Internet, the number of connected machines, devices and
sensors will radically increase which will provide new business opportunities for
different type of actors. Ehret and Wirtz [54] identify three opportunity categories
with respect to Industrial IoT. They are asset-based, service-innovation based and
service-driven opportunities. The asset-based opportunities focus on leveraging assets
with Industrial IoT systems, for example, by providing manufacturers the machine
output as a service. The service-innovation-based opportunities are in Industrial
IoT data aggregation and analysis with other data from similar environment. The
service-driven opportunities are in the empowerment of designers, customers and
other stakeholders with direct access to manufacturing. Although the opportunities
mentioned above are centered around asset owners and providers, there are also
business opportunities for other actors. For example, cloud providers could offer
a platform, which enables the integration of various Industrial Internet services.
Mobile operators, on the other hand, could provide localization or network resource
allocation (i.e., network slicing) services for remote service providers.

With the rise of Industrial Internet, new cross-disciplinary talents will be required.
These talents can be developed from the existing workforce, or they can be trained
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through the university educational programs that address the needs of Industrial
Internet [45]. One of the most demanded job categories will be "digital-mechanical"
engineers (combination of mechanical engineering with information and computing
competencies), data scientists and user interface experts. In addition to the talent
development and employing, companies will also have to develop or hire a new gener-
ation of leaders, which promote the vision of Industrial Internet through investments
in novel technologies and applications, changes in organization culture, and embrace
of innovative production methods. [43]

Next generation industrial systems will require an architecture to support the
implementation of novel industrial applications. In Industrie 4.0 concept, these
systems are defined as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), and one of the most well-
known architecture linked with CPS is the 5C model (see Figure 14) proposed by
Lee et al. [55]. It consists of five levels, which are:

Figure 14: 5C architecture for the implementation of Cyber-Physical System (modified
from [55]).

• Smart Connection: Reliable and accurate data is seamlessly acquired from
sensors, controllers, and systems, such as MES and ERP using wired and wireless
communication. The important factors at this level are the management of
various type of data from wireless and wired sources, as well as the selection of
proper sensors (type and specification)

• Data-to-Information Conversion: Data is transformed to meaningful informa-
tion with analyzing tools and methodologies. This enables, for example, to
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predict the remaining useful life of equipment which, on the other hand, is the
first step towards self-awareness of machines.

• Cyber: This level acts as a central information hub to which data is transmit-
ted from every connected machine that together form the machines network.
The massive data combined with advanced analytics provide machines self-
comparison ability, which enables the performance comparison and rating of a
single machine among the fleet, as well as the prediction of future behavior by
exploiting the historical data of previous assets. The actual CPS are formed at
this level.

• Cognition: This level provides a thorough knowledge of the monitored system
to users. The acquired knowledge is transferred through info-graphics and
HMIs. By way of visual information, users can perform correct and rapid
decisions regarding production-related tasks.

• Configuration: The top level of the pyramid provides the feedback from cyber
space to physical space and acts as a Resilience Control System (RCS). The
RCS applies the corrective and preventive decisions, which were performed at
the cognition level, to the monitored system. The configuration level is also the
topmost supervisory control level that provides the means to make machines
perform self-configuration and self-adaptation.

The 5C model presented above is a fairly abstract representation of CPS, but
nevertheless provides the guideline for the implementation of different stages and
development of novel applications.

2.4 5G vision

Numerous standardization and industry bodies, including 3GPP, IETF (Internet
Engineering Task Force), ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union - Telecom-
munication), ETSI, IEEE, NGMN (Next Generation Mobile Networks) and oneM2M
as well as academia are tirelessly working to solve the technical specifications of 5G
in order to fulfill the requirements of novel applications, such as autonomous driving,
tactile Internet and e-Health. The latest publications regarding the architecture,
technical requirements and enabling technologies of 5G, as well as its impact on the
industry are discussed in the next chapters.

2.4.1 Technical requirements

The technical requirements of 5G heavily depend on the use cases proposed by
different industry fields, governmental bodies, and organizations. The use cases
(a 3GPP study [56] defined over seventy use cases) can be categorized into four
groups: Massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC), Critical Communications,
enhanced Mobile Broadband, and Network Operation (see Figure 15). Each group has
its own technical requirements. mMTC consists of densely populated (1 M/km2 [57])
sensors and devices, which are mobile with low to moderate speeds (e.g., 50 km/h)
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and require low transmission speeds (e.g., 1 Mb/s) [56]. Novel vertical services in
this category are smart home and city, smart utilities, smart wearables, and e-Health
[58]. Enhanced Mobile Broadband category includes use case families, which require
higher data rates (e.g., augmented reality and ultra-high definition services), higher
mobility (e.g., high speed trains) and variable data rates (e.g., moving hot spots),
as well as higher coverage with guaranteed minimum data rate (e.g., 50+ Mb/s).
Critical Communications group is comprised of services, to which high reliability and
availability, and low latency are critical from the operations viewpoint. These type of
services are industrial automation and control, life-critical applications in e-Health,
automated traffic control and driving, and public safety. [59] The last use case group
is Network Operation, which function is to address the system requirements of 5G
with functionalities, such as network slicing, connectivity and routing, migration and
interworking, optimization and enhancements, and security [58].

Figure 15: The main use case groups of 5G [58].

With the introduction of novel use cases, the mobile and wireless traffic is expected
to grow enormously over the next decade which will be driven by the massive increase
in connected devices. These devices will need to have an access to the Internet and
a possibility to share data, anywhere and anytime. The growth of data and the
amount of connected devices will require a new type of technical solutions so that
the diverse services required by the connected devices can be met. The aim of future
5G systems is to support [57], [60]:

• 1000-fold increase in data volume per area (10 Tb/s/km2)

• 10- to 100-fold increase in number of connected devices
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• 10- to 100-fold increase in typical user data rate (up to 10 Gb/s)

• 10-fold extension in battery life for low power mMTC devices

• 5-fold reduction in End-to-End latency (< 5ms)

2.4.2 Architecture

With the introduction of numerous challenging use cases and novel technologies, a new
type of architecture is required for the next generation mobile communications. Many
propositions for the 5G architecture has already been published by the academia
and consortia. For example, the architecture working group of 5GPPP proposes
an overall architecture [61], which consists of five different views (Applications and
Business Services, Infrastructure Control, Logical & Functional, Physical Resources,
and System Management) and supporting functions (Network Slicing, End User
and Operational Services, Integration of Heterogeneous Technologies, Native Soft-
warization, and Integration of Communication and Computation) that together form
the 5G architecture. Walia [62], on the other hand, presents a 5G architecture for
machine-to-machine communications, which is formed by different technical compo-
nents in device, network and application domains. Both propositions are applicable
descriptions of possible future architecture, but this subchapter will discuss more
specifically about the NGMN’s vision of the 5G architecture [59], as it provides an
explicit view of the infrastructure and business applications. The architecture is
illustrated in Figure 16. It consists of Infrastructure resources, Business enablement
and Business application layer, and End-to-End (E2E) management and orchestration
entity, which together provide communications and business services to different type
of devices equipped with 5G Radio Access Technology (RAT).

The infrastructure in the architecture is comprised of physical resources, such
access nodes, cloud nodes (may act as processing or storage units), networking nodes
and associated links. 5G devices, such as mobile phones, wearables and machine type
modules, may also be included as a configurable infrastructure resource if they possess
capabilities to act, for example, as a relay/hub or computing/storage node. The
resources are available to the higher layers and E2E management and orchestration
entity through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

The business enablement layer contains modular architecture building blocks,
including software-realized function modules that can be retrieved from the repository
to the needed location, as well as a set of parameters that are used to configure
certain parts of the network (e.g., radio access). The functions and capabilities can
be requested by the orchestration entity through relevant APIs. Certain functions
can have multiple performance variants and different characteristics, as they are
used to determine network functionalities among divergent services (e.g., a mobility
function defining parameters for nomadic, vehicular or aviation mobility).

The business application layer includes specific services and applications of
different actors, which utilize the 5G network. The applications can build dedicated
network slices by requesting resources from the orchestration entity. Network slicing
is addressed more closely in the next chapter.
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Figure 16: 5G Architecture [59].

The E2E management and orchestration entity performs the translation of use
case requirements and business models into actual network functions and slices. The
translation involves the definition of network slices for a given application scenario,
linkage of relevant modular network functions, determination of relevant performance
configuration, and reservation of infrastructure resources.

2.4.3 Enabling technologies

The commercialization of 5G will require a new type of technological solutions due to
challenging requirements of novel applications. The technological enablers, which can
address these requirements, are fog/edge computing, network virtualization, network
slicing, and advancements in the utilization of extended radio spectrum.

Fog/edge computing

During the last decade, cloud computing has established itself as a computing
paradigm that provides on-demand computing and storage resources for users who
cannot afford to have their own computing servers, as well as, for organizations that
want to reduce Capital Expenses (CapEx) [63]. The economic benefits are realized
through flexible access to computing resources, meaning that users pay only for
the resources their applications or services need. Moreover, with cloud computing
organizations do not have to bear the risks of overprovisioning (underutilization
of data centers) or underprovisioning (not enough computing capacity for service
requests) anymore. [64] While cloud computing can offer a feasible solution in many
cases, like big data analytics, it does not, however, perform very well in scenarios
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where devices or machines need to make real-time decisions based on data analytics
[65]. Therefore, a new paradigm called fog computing or edge computing is introduced
in literature to answer the strict latency and reliability requirements in these type of
use cases [66].

Fog, as its name refers to, is closer to the ground, thus closer to the end devices
that produce and act on data. The purpose of the fog is to extend either local or
public cloud, or both, to be closer to the end devices while providing similar kind
of services as cloud computing, yet on a smaller scale (see table 3) [66], [67]. Any
device with computing and storage resources, and network connectivity can operate
as a fog node. Possible devices can be, for example, industrial controllers, switches,
routers and embedded servers. [66]

Table 3: Differences between fog and cloud computing [66], [68].

Cloud Fog
Response time Minutes, days, weeks Milliseconds to subsecond
Access Fixed and wireless Mainly wireless
Control Centralized/hierarchical

(full control)
Distributed/hierarchical
(partial control)

Service access Through core At the edge
Availability 99.99% Highly volatile and highly re-

dundant
Application
examples

Big data analytics M2M (Machine-to-Machine)
communication, including
automation, robotics and
telemedicine

Duration of data
storage

Months or years Transient

Geographic stor-
age

Global Very local (e.g, production
process)

The utilization of fog computing can benefit companies in many different manners.
Firstly, it accelerates awareness and response to events by not transferring all data
to the cloud for analysis. Secondly, the operating expenses will decrease, as most of
the data is processed locally, thus reducing the use of Internet bandwidth. Finally, it
provides better security, and deeper and faster insights, since data is analyzed closer
to the end devices. [66]

The emergence of 5G has also introduced another computing paradigm in addition
to the fog. This paradigm is known as Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). MEC
provides cloud-computing capabilities within the Radio Access Network (RAN),
hence enabling better responsiveness for content, services and applications. Placing
computing capabilities at the edge of the mobile network improves the Quality of
Experience (QoE) of mobile users and infrastructure efficiency due to the reduction
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of latency and optimization gains, respectively. Moreover, having intelligence closer
to the end devices, new type services for scenarios, such as indoor M2M, can be
created. [69] The comparison of the paradigms presented in this chapter can been
seen in Figure 17. The fog aggregator seen in the figure can also be an access point
equipped with MEC capability, depending on how the mobile services are provided
to the end devices.

Figure 17: Fog comparison with other computing paradigms.

Currently, the technical implementation of novel computing paradigms is under
investigation. One possible architecture for the functionalities of a fog device is
presented in Figure 18. It describes the basic tasks, which can be performed by a
fog node on several functional layers. The layers are:

• Physical and Virtualization Layer: In this layer, both physical and virtual
sensors, and wireless and virtual sensor networks are managed and maintained
based on their types and service needs [70].

• Monitoring Layer: This layer monitors the performance of underlying devices
and networks, and collects the heterogeneous data sent by different devices and
machines regardless of the protocol they are using [66], [71].

• Preprocessing Layer: The collected data is analyzed, filtered and trimmed in
this layer. It is also responsible for finding the problems that can, for example,
affect the functionality of the monitored devices. The data that does not need
immediate action and is meaningful by some preimposed criteria is passed to
the next layer for further analysis.

• Temporary Storage Layer: The role of this layer is to act as a sort of data buffer
for upper and lower layer services. The data is maintained in storage media as
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long as it is needed by some of the layers, or when the data is uploaded to the
cloud and is not needed locally anymore [70].

• Security Layer: In many cases, the data produced by the devices might be
sensitive or private, and therefore it should be protected using proper measures.
Security layer is responsible for ensuring that the data passed to the transport
layer is secured with proper encryption algorithms. [71]

• Transport Layer: After the data is secured and is ready to be sent to the cloud,
the transport layer takes control of the connection through which the data is
transferred [71].

Figure 18: Layered architecture of fog (modified from [71]).

Network virtualization

Network virtualization has been one the fundamental enabler to realize the require-
ments of 5G, since it allows greater flexibility, in terms of reconfigurability, reusability
and infrastructure sharing, as well as provisioning of services, such as MEC, network
slicing and autonomic network management [61]. In literature, the concept of net-
work virtualization is often associated with Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)

In non-virtualized networks, the functions controlling the network resources,
i.e., Network Functions (NFs), are implemented as a combination of vendor-specific
software and hardware (also referred as network elements or network nodes). In
NFV, these elements no longer consist of integrated software and hardware, but they
are comprised of separated software and hardware entities. The separation allows
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both entities to perform different functions at various times, hence allowing flexible
NF deployment and dynamic network operation. Figure 19 illustrates a high-level
framework for the implementation of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). The VNFs
are purely software instances that run over NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) and are
managed by the NFV Management and Orchestration entity. [72] The function of
the orchestration entity is to control the composition of VNF chains, which are the
basis for the virtualization of service delivery [73].

Figure 19: High-level NFV framework [72].

Software-Defined Networking, like NFV, introduces a network virtualization con-
cept which enables dynamic utilization of network resources through the exploitation
of server scale out and cloud technologies [57]. The approach of SDN is, however,
a slightly different compared to NFV. The functionality of SDN is based on the
separation of network control and forwarding, whereas in NFV, the virtualization
is realized by decoupling the software and hardware entities in physical devices.
By migrating control (typically bounded in individual network devices) into the
programmable entity, the underlying infrastructure can be abstracted and provided
as virtual network resources for applications and network services. The migration of
control also allows the network intelligence from individuals devices to be centralized
in software-based SDN controllers, which sustain a global view of the network. Con-
sequently, the network can be controlled from a single logical point, since it appears
as a single logical switch from outside. [74]

NFV and SDN are complementary technologies that both can independently
enable network virtualization. However, when applied in combination, they can
provide greater value in service delivery, especially in future 5G networks. [73] Figure
20 represents a framework for the potential utilization of SDN and NFV in 5G
networks (i.e., softwarization), including the radio access, transport and core network
segments, as well as the Internet segment [61].

In 5G RAN, the software network technologies enable virtualization of radio
functions and physical NFs which allows virtual instances, i.e., VNFs, to be flexibly
shifted to locations (e.g., radio edge or mobile edge cloud) where they are required.
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Consequently, functions, such as data plane and control can be executed from the
edge cloud or central cloud, leveraging the centralization of computation maximally.

The softwarized transport network acts as a platform for applications and network
services and adapts the operation according to the needs of RAN through NFV
and SDN framework. The transport network and RAN can also jointly coordinate
aspects, such as mobility and load balancing. The VNFs of the transport network allow
dynamic allocation and on-demand provisioning of underlying network resources.

In the core network, the majority of infrastructure and service plain functions are
expected to be implemented as VNFs, meaning that they will be running on virtual
machines over standard servers, and potentially centralized to cloud computing infras-
tructures. The VNFs can flexibly be deployed to different network sites, depending
on the requirements with respect to latency, processing and storage capacity, and
available bandwidth. The core network VNFs together with the VNFs from other seg-
ments can be used to form different service chains or network slices. The composition
of the service chains or slices is directed by the orchestration and management entity,
which is also responsible for integrating and coordinating physical or virtual resources
needed to fulfill the requirements of services or slices with particular attributes.

Figure 20: Software network technologies in 5G overall architecture (modified from
[61]).

Network slicing

The utilization of network software technologies and provisioning of network resources
to support communication service of a specific connection type, i.e., network slicing,
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is a novel concept to address the requirements of use cases, such as autonomous
driving, mMTC and industrial automation. The object of network slicing is to
provide "slices" for different type services by allocating necessary network resources
and configuring relevant network functions, depending on the requirements of a use
case. For example, for a network slice supporting mMTC devices, some of the basic
control plane functions, such as mobility, could be omitted, since machines (e.g., in
factories) are quite static and do not require such a service. Consequently, these
functions would not be necessary at the edge due to low mobility, and therefore
could be run in a central cloud. On the other hand, high mobility and low latency
services, such as autonomous driving, would need all the necessary functions, which
are responsible for ensuring high security and reliability, and low latency, to be run
at the edge. [59] Dividing the network into slices with differing attributes enables a
flexible and cost-efficient operation of underlying infrastructure which can create new
business opportunities for various actors. For example, Mobile Network Operators
(MNOs) could offer customized E2E cellular networks as a service for Mobile Virtual
Network Operators (MVNOs), which could focus on serving specific markets, such
as industrial automation or governmental bodies. [75]

Efficient utilization of extended radio spectrum

In the coming years, mobile traffic will continue to grow almost at exponential rate,
reaching annual traffic of 600 Exabytes (approx. 6.3 ∗ 1011 Gigabytes) by the end of
2021. The growth will be driven by the increasing usage of mobile video, virtual and
augmented reality, and M2M devices. [76] In order that the mobile infrastructure
would be able to serve every connected device with certain level QoS, more capacity
will be needed. Densification of cellular networks (reduction of cell sizes) is one
approach to increase network capacity, and another one is the extension of licensed
spectrum below 6 GHz. However, these approaches are not cost-efficient ways to
address the issue due to rising costs of installation and maintenance of cells, and
the high price of the spectrum (Telefónica UK Ltd paid 500 million pounds for two
channels of 10 MHz bandwidth on 800 Mhz frequency band in 2013 [77]). Hence,
novel technologies and concepts are required to answer the rapid growth of mobile
traffic and the emergence of 5G applications. The technological solutions expected
to answer the challenges and enable more efficient utilization of radio spectrum are:

• Millimeter wave: Frequencies from several hundred Hz to a few GHz are
almost fully occupied by terrestrial wireless systems. As a consequence, new
techniques to exploit the millimeter wave range of 30–300 GHz are being studied
by academia and consortia. Although this frequency range can raise bandwidth
in mobile systems, the utilization of higher frequencies is a challenging task.
This stems from the propagation qualities of millimeter wave spectrum, which
are strong path loss, low diffraction around obstacles, atmospheric and rain
absorption, and low penetration through objects. Regardless of the issues, the
utilization of millimeter wave with relevant technology is still a feasible option
– especially in short range line-of-sight deployments – to extend the available
spectrum. [78]
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• Massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO): After having introduced
into WiFi systems around 2006 and into 3G cellular systems later on, MIMO
has established itself as notable technology to provide increased capacity and
spectral efficiency in cellular networks [78]. The functionality of MIMO is based
on the use of multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver, which enables
signals to carry data through multiple paths, thus achieving space diversity
gains [79]. LTE systems applying MIMO can include up to eight antennas per
base station, but in 5G the amount may increase up to hundreds which has
lead to the invention of the term "massive MIMO" [78].

• Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT): Although already being specified in 3GPP Release
13 regarding the narrowband of LTE for IoT, NB-IoT continues to be reckoned
as s focal technology to address the requirements of massive MTC and IoT use
cases in 5G. NB-IoT can be deployed to existing licensed frequency bands either
as a guard-band or in-band implementation in LTE bands, or as a separate
standalone carrier in GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) band.
It occupies 180 kHz bandwidth, which is the same as one resource block in
LTE transmission. In GSM band, the bandwidth of one resource block is 200
kHz, thus it can also be deployed in GSM frequencies due to a guard interval of
10 kHz on both sides of the spectrum. The utilization of low bandwidth means
that peak data rates of both downlink and uplink are extremely low (170kbps
and 250kbps) which is ideal for sensors and other battery-powered devices that
require very low transmission speeds and have long data sending interval.

• Licensed Shared Access (LSA): The LSA concept is a framework that allows
existing spectrum user(s), e.g., MNO, to share spectrum with a single or
multiple licensed LSA users (i.e., "LSA licensee(s)) in agreement of predefined
conditions. The conditions can be either static (e.g., a certain time interval
for operation) or dynamic (e.g., on-demand authorization by LSA licensees or
geographic/time sharing). [80] Due to recent advances in network virtualization
technologies, dynamic implementation of LSA, which allows spectrum sharing
on the grounds of frequency, location and time, could be realized in next
generation mobile networks. This would enable more efficient utilization of
already scarce spectrum and provide new sources of income for existing spectrum
user(s).

2.4.4 Manufacturing industry in 5G era

5G technologies are expected to create major opportunities for manufacturing industry
by providing an intelligent infrastructure to support next-generation digital platforms
(also called CPS). These platforms in combination with 5G will be the basis for
intelligently connected production information systems, which enable operation
beyond physical boundaries of factory premises, transforming factories from isolated
entities to interconnected and service-oriented systems. This will lead to global and
highly automated connected value chains where data is exchanged across a diverse
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set of stakeholders, which capitalize on increased flexibility and efficiency in supply
chain management and cooperate to create innovative products and services. [81]

In the vertical domain, which is comprised of connected production and manage-
ment processes inside factory premises, 5G will play a key role as a unifying platform,
which supports seamless communication among heterogeneous devices located both
inside and outside factory premises. By utilizing softwarization technologies, the
platform will enable a programmable and unified infrastructure through the integra-
tion of networking, computing and storage resources. The infrastructure will support
the integration of novel applications, such as additive manufacturing and augmented
reality, and interconnect machines, robots, processes and goods, hence establishing a
highly automated operation, involving intelligent cooperation between machines and
workers. [81]

5G technology platform will also provide the means to seamlessly integrate
products and related services throughout their life cycle, including innovation, com-
mercialization, delivery, maintenance and disposal. This will increasingly disrupt the
way machine providers do business in 5G era, transforming them from product-centric
to product-service centric organizations. [81] Consequently, customer relationship
will change from a single transaction to a long-term partnership, in which both parties
will accumulate significant value; exploitation of usage data creates opportunities to
improve the design of products and increases availability through timely maintenance.
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3 Case Studies

3.1 Factory cases

In order to the understand the current state of factories regarding the management
systems, control networks and remote maintenance, factory employees from three
different factories were interviewed. The interview with Factory A personnel was
conducted on the spot and the other two interviews by phone. Following chapters
present the results of the interviews.

3.1.1 Factory A

Factory A manufactures metal parts and assembles motors. Its production line con-
sists of over ten cells that are connected to the local network but do not communicate
with each other (see Figure 21). Therefore, the parts that are finished in one cell
must be moved manually to another cell. Each cell is comprised of a single or several
machines, such as robots and machine tools (can be from different machine providers).
They are connected through wired technologies, such as fieldbus or fieldbus-based
Ethernet. Although the cells are connected to the network, they are not monitored
or controlled from a centralized management system, because the implementation of
such a system would be too expensive, and there is no guarantee that the machines
from different vendors could be monitored with it. This results from the proprietary
software and communication technologies, which are applied to some of the machines.

Vendor A Vendor B

Fieldbus/
Ethernet fieldbus

Ethernet 

Cell 1 Cell 2

Vendor C Vendor B

Fieldbus/
Ethernet fieldbus

Ethernet 

Local
Network

X

No data 
exchange

Figure 21: An example of cell communication in Factory A.

The average life-cycle of the factory machinery is 10–15 years, but some of the
older machines have been in use for more than 30 years. The problem with long
life-cycles is that the software which controls the machine can be, in some cases, too
outdated, and it would be a major risk, for example, to allow the machine to be
remotely monitored by the machine provider. Old machines and outdated software
are factors why Factory A has not ongoing remote maintenance contract with any
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machine provider. However, one of their machine can be remotely diagnosed when it
detects a problem in its operation. In such a case, the machine sends a connection
request to the remote service provider. Thereafter, the factory manager decides
together with the maintenance team whether a remote diagnosis is necessary, and if
it is, a temporary access right through the firewall for the service provider is created
in order to allow the machine to be connected and repaired remotely.

The size of the maintenance team in Factory A is quite large because the machines
require continuous maintenance due to the challenging manufacturing process; several
malfunctions may occur per day. In addition to repairing the malfunctions, the task
of the team is to ensure that the machines are working properly by inspecting them
visually and lubricating the parts on a daily basis. Every month, the team also
conducts a comprehensive maintenance operation in which the inner machinery of
the machines is checked, and the worn-out parts are replaced based on the visual
checking. Moreover, those parts that have a predefined useful life are also changed
even if no sign of abrasion is detected.

Since in Factory A the machines are not monitored through a centralized system
and sensor data is not exploited for preventive maintenance purposes, the machines
may sometimes break unexpectedly. This often leads to the production being halted
for many hours until the reason for the breakage is found and repaired, respectively.
In worst case, the spare part needs to be ordered from another country which even
prolongs the downtime of the production.

Currently, Factory A employs wireless technologies only in the office spaces, even
though the signal strength of both WiFi and LTE is high throughout the factory.
WiFi has not been used due to its unreliability and the lack of WiFi modules in the
machines. On the other hand, LTE has been seen as an infeasible solution for remote
monitoring implementation due to the factory’s rigid security policy regarding the
data and communications.

3.1.2 Factory B

Factory B operates in the electronics industry and manufactures telecommunications
equipment. It has an almost fully automated assembly-based production line which
consists of numerous robots and composing machines. Each robot and machine
is preprogrammed to perform a certain task on the manufactured product. They
are connected with industrial Ethernet cables and apply Ethernet/IP protocol to
exchange data between each other. The production line consists of cells, as in Factory
A’s case (see Figure 21), but they are considerably lower in number. Each cell
is connected to the local network and managed through MES. Although MES is
functioning properly and it enables the supervision of the operations, the factory
would still like to be able to integrate more information from different systems and
machines to it, and with each other in order to improve the performance of the
whole production. The problem is that most of their automation systems, which
are designed for certain vendor-specific machines, are proprietary solutions. As a
consequence, the compatibility issues are not only experienced with MES but also
with the other automation systems as well.
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The average life-cycle of the factory equipment is under five years, even though
some of the composing machines are over ten years. The factory has a small service
unit which is responsible for ensuring that the machines are working properly by
conducting basic preventive maintenance tasks, such as visual inspection of the
machinery condition and lubrication of the machinery parts. For more comprehensive
maintenance operations, the factory applies the hybrid model, meaning that the
service unit workers are responsible for the monthly operation whereas the machine
providers for the annual, respectively. All maintenance operations must be performed
on the spot, since the factory do not have an ongoing contract for remote maintenance.
If a machine must be accessed remotely for troubleshooting, then there is possibility
to establish a VPN (Virtual Private Network) connection to it through the firewall.

Factory B’s network solutions are mainly based on wired technologies, but in some
functions, like logistics, WiFi is used. Since the factory manufactures telecommuni-
cations equipment and is specialized in wireless technologies it is eager to replace all
wired solutions into wireless in the near future. The factory is also in good position
to test the next generation wireless technologies because, firstly, the personnel have
knowledge about them and secondly, the signal strength is high throughout the
factory.

3.1.3 Factory C

Factory C produces electrical equipment for various industry fields, and it has a
highly automated assembly-based production line, which consists of over 20 robots.
The production line is divided into several cells which are connected to the local
network and controlled from the centralized system. The controlling logic of the cells
is built on top of the PLCs, thus if the network is down the whole production stops.

Factory C has different type of machines, but the most critical ones from the
production viewpoint are robots. Normally, the robots have a life-cycle of 15 years,
even though some of them are still operational after 20 years. The robots are mainly
maintained by the factory’s own maintenance team and in some cases by the software
engineers. The maintenance function includes daily activities, such visual inspection
and cleaning, as well as monthly and annual activities, such as full inspection of the
inner machinery of the robots and interchange of threadbare parts. Currently, all
maintenance tasks are conducted by the factory personnel, and there is no contract
with any machine provider regarding the remote maintenance. The factory has,
however, a functional VPN which can be used for remote maintenance if needed.
Some of the employees already use it to check the status of the robots and repair the
software errors remotely.

The factory rarely has machine malfunctions because machinery is maintained
regularly. If for some reason a machine breaks unexpectedly, the maintenance team
is called. Typically, it takes a couple of minutes to repair the faulty machine since
the malfunction is usually related to a software error.

Network connections in Factory C, excluding the office space, are mainly based on
wired fieldbus and Industrial Ethernet solutions. The signal strength of WiFi and LTE
is high inside the factory, but only WiFi is applied to production-related functions,
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of which one is PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) utilization in the supervision of
factory operations.

3.1.4 Summary of factory cases

Previous chapters presented three factories from different industry fields and discussed
the characteristics of each factory, which are summarized in Table 4. Many similarities
were found regarding network technologies, maintenance functions and automation
systems. However, the supervision of the machines and overall automation in Factories
B and C were on a more advanced level than in Factory A. Still, the interviewees
from each factory agree that more data should be collected and exploited so that the
maintenance tasks could be conducted more efficiently and the performance of the
production improved.

Table 4: Summary of the factory cases.

Factory
A

Factory
B

Factory
C

Industry Metal Electronics Electronics
Type of production line Manufacturing

and assembly
Assembly Assembly

Automation level Medium High High
Control system Distributed Centralized

(MES)
Centralized
(MES and
OPC UA)

Machinery life-cycle (avg.) 10–15 years 5–10 years 15–20 years
Remotely maintained machines 1 (event-

based)
None None

Maintenance interval Calendar and
usage based

Calendar
based and
annual (by
suppliers)

Calendar
based and
annual

Machine malfunctions / day Several - Almost none
Average repairing time Couple of

hours
- Minutes

Maintenance team Large (6–8) Small Small (2–3)
WiFi and LTE signal strength Good Good Good

3.2 Remote connection cases

It is well known that factories do not allow any remote monitoring to be established
to their machines because they consider it as a security risk and unnecessary service.
Moreover, the deployment usually requires additional configuration to network and
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firewall settings, and possibly new equipment and software. However, allowing
machines to be remotely monitored can be beneficial for the factory owner and
machine provider. Therefore, it is an interest for both parties to find a solution
that provides additional value from the operational data, which is collected by the
machines. Next chapters present three remote connection cases and discuss the
characteristics of each case.

3.2.1 Through mobile network

Remote connection through mobile network offers many advantages for both parties
because the implementation is straightforward, and it can be established to any
machine inside the factory where signal strength is high enough. However, older
machines and even most of the newer ones are not equipped with a 3G/4G module
which inflicts some problems to the implementation. Usually, they can be solved by
embedding a separate module to the machine, or by using a cellular router that can
convert fieldbus traffic to standard Ethernet traffic.

This type of remote service scales very well because more machines can be
monitored without having to consider about the limitations of physical equipment
(limited number of interfaces) or length of network cables (e.g., maximum length of
CAT5 Ethernet cable is 100m). The only restricting factor is the capacity of the
cellular tower to which the machines are connected. Additionally, the configuration
part from the factory owner’s viewpoint is simple because the connection is established
directly to the mobile network and not through the Intranet. Although this allows
the customer to avoid the complexity of the local network, it also reduces the control
on data and increases the security risk. However, these issues can be managed with
proper measures; allowing only outbound connection from the machine, installing
a firewall to the gateway device or machine’s operating system, and defining terms
regarding the data collection in the contract (e.g., how often and what data can be
collected).

A factory, in general, is a very challenging environment for all types of communi-
cations. For example, establishing a reliable wireless connection inside the factory
can be extremely difficult because many factors, such as metal, wall thickness and
heat, affect the quality of the signal, which again is directly reflected to the reliability
of the connection. However, it is possible to improve the connection by deploying,
for example, a smaller base station inside the factory. Even though mobile-based
remote service cannot offer the same reliability as wired solutions, it can still be a
feasible alternative in many use cases, in which high latency or packet loss do not
have a significant influence on the quality of the provided service.

3.2.2 Through firewall

As was stated before, factories are closed systems where communications and data
are strictly managed. Therefore, establishing a remote connection to a machine
through a factory Intranet requires always additional configuration to the firewall and
network settings, because new policies have to be created and the connection needs
to be separated from the other network, for example, by creating a VLAN (Virtual
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Local Area Network) on top of the physical network. In addition to the VLAN
separation, the connection is also logically separated from the public network with
VPN. Since many of the older machines do not have VPN possibility, the machine
vendor provides a preconfigured router, which enables the remote connection between
the machine and service provider’s cloud to be established. This type of solution
can be burdensome from the configuration viewpoint because the more machines
are monitored remotely the more logical connections have to be created which, in
turn, increases the complexity of the local network and complicates the supervision
of ongoing remote connections. Regardless of the aforementioned issues, firewall
solution provides more control over data and better security compared to the mobile
connection solution because the customer can control inbound and outbound traffic
with firewall policies. Although a firewall provides the means to inspect packets, and
block or allow connections based on some predefined criteria, it cannot, however,
control the data which is sent over an encrypted connection such as VPN.

Most remote services, in which the connection must go through the factory’s own
firewall, usually rely on wired solutions. On the one hand, wired implementations
provide better reliability compared to the wireless ones, but on the other hand,
they increase the amount of cabling and network complexity (the machine might be
located behind several routers). However, it is important to remember that local
connection choices can guarantee a certain level of reliability only for the factory
part of the remote connection. They cannot affect, for example, through what kind
of links the connection is established over the Internet. Therefore, the functionality
of the remote service depends widely on the reliability of the Internet connection.

3.2.3 Isolated

In the isolated case, factory machines are connected to the local management system
or cloud platform and supervised centrally through an HMI. As no remote connections
to the machines are allowed from outside the factory, the machine vendor provides a
special software or an industrial PC whose function is to collect and analyze data
and offer performance information locally. This type of solution not only eases
the configuration part of the implementation from the customer’s viewpoint (no
need to add new firewall policies) but also allows more machines to be monitored
without having to establish separate connections outside the local network. In some
situations, however, the machine provider may have to connect to a malfunctioning
machine remotely if the problem cannot be solved locally either by the factory’s own
maintenance team or by the software provided by the vendor.

Since the machines are first connected to the local system, the customer decides
what data can be collected by the machine provider’s software. Moreover, the
customer determines whether the software is allowed to send or receive data over the
Internet, for example, for database synchronizing purposes.

One of the major advantages of local remote service is the high level of security
and reliability which results from the policy of not allowing any remote connections
through the firewall and relying only on local communications, respectively. However,
factors, such as network congestion, capacity and topology, as well as communication
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technologies, can affect the reliability of the service even if it is based entirely on a
local solution.

3.2.4 Summary of remote connection cases

Providing a feasible and functioning remote maintenance service requires an evaluation
of many factors. For example, what communication technologies should be used
and how the data should be collected. Previous chapters presented three remote
connection cases and described the characteristics of each case. Table 5 summarizes
the differences between them. Each alternative has its strengths and weaknesses,
and possible applications. Therefore, one should not conclude that, for example, the
isolated case superior to the other cases.

Table 5: Comparison table of the remote connection cases.

Mobile Firewall Isolated
Scalability HIGH LOW MED
Configuration LOW HIGH MED
Data control LOW MED HIGH
Reliability LOW MED HIGH
Security LOW MED HIGH
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4 Value Network Analysis
The chapter analyzes remote maintenance connectivity through several value network
configurations and introduces a future technical architecture based on the results of
the analysis, and the insights gained from the interviews and literature.

4.1 Theoretical framework

Business of any form is driven by transactions, in which value is exchanged in form of
tangible assets, such as money, goods or services, or intangible assets, such knowledge,
trust or reputation [82]. In other words, value is created and traded for another type
of value. Value creation process involves numerous activities (i.e., inputs) that are
performed to produce some output (e.g., physical product). When these activities
are linked together they form a value chain. Porter’s value chain framework [83] is
a widely accepted tool to represent and analyze value creation logic of a firm, that
is, which are the strategically important activities and what are their impact on
cost and value. However, companies rarely operate on their own which is why the
framework is not applicable for analyzing a value chain consisting of several actors,
which cooperate to produce some output. Value chain as a concept is also gradually
becoming outdated since in many today’s industries, such telecommunications and
banking, products and services do not have a physical dimension (value chain concept
defines activities that exist in the physical world) [84]. Moreover, in these industries,
value is not typically created linearly, but realized through a network-like interaction
between different actors, thus defining a value network concept [85].

This thesis applies the value network analysis method defined by Casey et al. [86],
according to which a value network is comprised of interlinked technical components
and business actors that in conjunction create economic value. The interaction of
the components and actors are presented in the form of Value Network Configuration
(VNC), which consists of several interlinked blocks. The VNC notation is illustrated
in Figure 22.

Actor

Role

Technical
Component

Business interface Technical interface

Figure 22: VNC notation adapted from Casey et al. [86].
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4.2 Technical architecture and business roles

Technology is the key factor when defining the value creation logic of an ecosystem,
and the possible functional roles actors can take in that. In a value network configu-
ration, technology is defined as a technical component, which is a compilation and
realization of technical functionalities, involving the interfaces to other components.
Technical architecture, on the other hand, consists of technical components which
are interconnected by technical interfaces. Typically, technical architecture remains
almost unchangeable when defining different VNCs, but in remote connection cases
the architecture varies significantly, and therefore the illustration of the generic archi-
tecture is omitted from this chapter, and only the descriptions of the components are
presented. The descriptions of both the "business" roles and technical components
can be seen from Table 6 and Table 7, respectively.

Table 6: Business role descriptions used in the VNCs.

Business Role Description
Machinery Supervision Monitoring and control of a machine through

an HMI.
Service Provisioning Management of cloud resources, including

billing, if public cloud is in question.
Machinery Operation Collection and analysis of sensor data, and

automatization of machinery functions.
Traffic Management Management of bandwidth, and firewall poli-

cies.
Connectivity Provisioning Providing the functions and interfaces for col-

lecting data from a machine remotely or lo-
cally.

Remote Supervision Involves the supervision of performance and
condition of customer’s assets, customer in-
forming activities (e.g., email, phone call or
SMS), and management of remote mainte-
nance operations.

Network Operation Management and monitoring of network re-
sources, and provisioning of mobile and broad-
band services.
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Table 7: Descriptions of the technical components.

Technical component Description
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) A software that translates data from

an automation system into a human-
readable form and allows an operator
to monitor and control the status of a
process.

Cloud Platform An infrastructure that provides on-
demand delivery of compute power,
database storage, applications, and
other IT resources via the Internet with
pay-as-you-go pricing (Public Cloud),
locally (Private Cloud), or using both
(Hybrid Cloud).

Firewall Monitors incoming and outgoing net-
work traffic and decides whether to allow
or block specific traffic based on prede-
fined security rules. A firewall can be
hardware, software, or both.

Automation System Controls the movements of robots and
machine tools, and collects and analyses
sensor data (e.g., ABB IRC5 [87] and
Siemens 840d [88]). Additionally, it can
be connected to the network through
wired or wireless interface.

Gateway A networking device that connects two
or more devices through an unsecure
network, such as Internet. Moreover, it
can be a converter, which connects de-
vices that use divergent protocols. It is
configured to pass, block or route traffic
from predefined IP address(es).

Wide Area Network (WAN) Connects two or more geographically
distributed local area networks over
wired and/or wireless links.
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4.3 Value network configurations

4.3.1 Through mobile network
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Figure 23: VNC - "Through mobile network"

The VNC shown in Figure 23 presents the high-level architecture for mobile-based
remote connection. It is formed by the factory owner, mobile network operator and
machine provider. The connection between the automation system and machine
provider’s cloud is established through the WAN by using a gateway, which enables
data from the automation system to be sent wirelessly. The gateway, in this VNC,
is owned by the machine provider, which is responsible for establishing the remote
connection and monitoring the machine. It can be either 3G or 4G module embedded
in the machine or a separate device. The machine provider also purchases the
necessary SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card from the MNO and decides what
connection type should be used for remote monitoring service. Hence, the machine
provider controls how much and how often the data is sent over the Internet. MNO,
on the other hand, offers the machine provider M2M service, which enables the
management of transmission speeds, packet sizes and other network related features.
However, the gateway or module prevents the MNO from knowing what type of
machine is connected to its network, thus it cannot, for example, estimate the number
of specific machine types which, on the other hand, decreases the opportunity to
offer more innovative services.

For the factory owner, mobile-based remote connection offers a possibility to
supervise those machines that cannot be connected to the local monitoring system
due to the proprietary interfaces or protocols, or have a basic embedded HMI that
does not provide enough information about the machine performance. Additionally,
it provides the means to bypass the local network, which is usually one of the major
factors preventing the use of remote services. The supervision is normally conducted
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by the machine provider’s employees working in the service center, but it is also
possible that the factory owner receives the information about the performance of the
machines through a web application or by email, if the machine providers includes
them in the offered service. However, the data volumes collected by the machine
provider might be too low so that it could offer, for example, real-time information
about the machines, because the cost of M2M data rates are currently quite high.

Every actor in this value network receives benefits whether they are tangible or
intangible. The actors accumulate value as follows:

• Factory Owner

– Information about the machines (the quality depends on the amount of
data collected by the machine provider)

– Less downtime due to faster delivery of spare parts and quicker response
of the machine provider’s maintenance team

• Mobile Network Operator

– New revenue opportunities with M2M service

• Machine Provider

– Steady income

– More efficient use of resources (e.g., better geographical positioning of
spare part warehouses and maintenance personnel) due to the location
information of the monitored machines

4.3.2 Through firewall

Figure 24 describes the VNC in which the remote connection is established through
the factory’s firewall. The machine provider still delivers the gateway, which is
preconfigured to establish a VPN connection between the machine and machine
provider’s cloud. The gateway, in this case, can be, for example, a VPN router
or an industrial PC. Since the connection must bypass the firewall, the factory
owner manages the inbound and outbound traffic which allows more control on the
connection. The control is, however, limited to the traffic management, thus the
factory owner cannot regulate the data that is collected by the machine provider via
the remote connection.

In this VNC, the actors remain the same apart from the WAN operator, which in
this case is ISP since the remote service is based on wired connection. It is also often
the case that the same actor provides both mobile and broadband service. Since
the remote connection is established via the factory’s current Internet connection,
the factory owner has a contract with the ISP in addition to the contract with the
machine provider. The factory owner pays either for normal broadband service if the
VPN is realized on the application layer, or for dedicated VPN service if more secure
and reliable remote connection is needed. The dedicated VPN is usually realized on
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Figure 24: VNC - "Through firewall"

the layer 2 or layer 3 of the OSI model, thus it is considerably more expensive than
normal VPN service. Typically, dedicated VPN is used for highly valuable assets
such as paper machines that require real-time monitoring.

In the VNC, seen in Figure 24, the actors have opportunity gain following benefits:

• Factory Owner

– Possibility to fully or partly outsource the maintenance function

– Downtime decreased significantly due to the faster response to malfunctions

• Mobile Network Operator

– Possibility to gain more revenue by offering advanced broadband services

• Machine Provider

– Steady income

– Higher data volumes allow to gain more information about the machines,
thus allowing to notice malfunctions earlier and conduct more efficient
maintenance in terms of spare parts delivery and response time reduction
of the maintenance personnel
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4.3.3 Isolated
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Figure 25: VNC - "Isolated"

The VNC seen in figure 25 presents the isolated solution in which the factory
owner does not want any of its machines to be remotely monitored. Consequently,
the machine provider offers an application (e.g., ABB Virtual Support Engineer
[89]) that collects machine data locally and provides information about the machine
performance and condition. Moreover, it assists the factory personnel in a case of
a malfunction. If the application cannot solve the problem, it sends a connection
request to the machine provider. The factory owner can then decide whether the
machine provider’s employee working in the service center can access the machine
and solve the issue. Since the factory owner controls the gateway, he or she can
also decide what data can be collected by the application. Additionally, by owning
the gateway, the factory owner is not completely dependent on the remote service
because shall the contract be terminated, the machine could still be monitored locally
with the factory’s own management system.

The remote connection in this VNC is used rarely, and therefore the machine
provider and factory owner have a contract with the ISP solely for the basic broadband
service. The value in the VNC is divided in the following manner:

• Factory Owner

– Local "remote maintenance" solution

– Reduction of downtime due to better utilization of machine data

• Mobile Network Operator

– Basic broadband service
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• Machine Provider

– Monthly payment for the use of the application and possibly additional
income from the remote operations

4.4 Future technical architecture

5G will enable a technological platform for a great variety of industrial applica-
tions, including remote maintenance. The utilization of 5G connectivity for remote
maintenance in factories will require an architecture that exploits both wireless and
wired transmission media in data communications. Figure 26 illustrates a possible
architecture that could provide a feasible solution for 5G utilization in remote main-
tenance operations. The architecture consists of four different levels, of which the
three bottommost (i.e., field level, cloud platform and management level) define the
factory communications and functions. The field level involves the machines used in
the production, as well as other functions, such as logistics. All field level functions
are connected to the field-level backbone network, through which they communi-
cate with the cloud servers and production management system. Logistics function
may, however, be either physically or logically separated, since the requirements for
communications deviate from production functions (e.g., automation) and logistics
data is not typically utilized by the machines directly. The cloud platform acts as an
integrative layer that collects and analyses machine and logistics data and provides
computing resources for relevant applications and systems. The level above, i.e.,
management level includes production and enterprise management systems (e.g.,
MES and ERP), and a remote maintenance system, which provides access for remote
service providers to the relevant virtual twins of the machines (exact digital copies
of their physical counterparts, including all relevant data). The remote maintenance
system is separated (e.g., Extranet) from the management-level network, to decrease
the security risk of the service. It also acts as a single point of access for machine
providers’ cloud applications, thus enabling more efficient management of remote
connections.

The problem in most today’s factories is the rigid and complex hierarchical network
structure, which hinders the economical and straightforward deployment of remote
maintenance, especially for moderate and low-value assets. Mobile technologies such
as 3G and 4G enable a wireless alternative for remote maintenance connectivity,
but they are often unfeasible due to the hostile environment of factories and high
cost. 5G is expected to transform the current static hierarchical network structure
toward more dynamic need-based infrastructure, which would be able to provide
communication resources, depending on the needs of an application. Hence, the
future infrastructure would be able to serve industrial applications, which require low
data rate communications (e.g., remote monitoring) or low latency (e.g., automation).
Therefore, the architecture presented in the figure above introduces 5G as the main
technology to enable flexible, reliable and economical mobile connectivity in industrial
environments, such as factories. Connectivity can be provided either through a macro-
or microcell base station (located outside the factory) or through a picocell base
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Figure 26: Future technical architecture for remote maintenance connectivity in
factories.

station(s), as seen in Figure 26. The base station acts as a central connection point
for fog devices, and together with emerging computing concepts (e.g., MEC) and
softwarization technologies allows machine data to be flexibly and economically
(cp. network slicing concept) transmitted to the relevant machine providers’ clouds.
The function of the fog device is to perform a pre-analysis of sensor data and send
the analyzed data to the local cloud servers (see Figure 18 on page 33 for more
specific information of the functionalities). Additionally, it controls the mobile data
transmission between a machine and machine provider’s cloud. The fog device only
allows outbound remote connection(s), thus machines cannot be controlled through
the mobile network. The fog unit can be either embedded in a machine, or a separated
device. The capabilities of the fog can also be centralized to a single, more powerful
device, which serves, for example, different machine models from a same vendor, or
machines belonging to a same production cell.

The architecture presented in this chapter allows both the machine owner and
provider to reach a feasible solution regarding data utilization for maintenance
operations. It combines the positive sides of each remote connection type, as well
as exploits emerging technologies, such as 5G and fog computing. Although 5G is
only employed for remote monitoring, and wired connection for remote control, the
architecture allows either connection type to be used for both functions. In mobile
connection case, this would be realized by running the virtual twin instance in the
fog device. However, allowing remote control function to bypass factory’s firewall and
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remote maintenance system, the security risk for unauthorized control of the machine
increases. To limit this type of risk, the virtual twin could be configured to not accept
any remote operations (e.g., software updates or configuration of functionalities) to
the physical machine without the approval of factory personnel.
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5 Discussion
An Industrial System is a complex entity, which consists of deviating set of functions,
networks and people that in combination aim to create value through products and
services. Hence, if some section is inoperative or not functioning properly, the impact
is almost immediately reflected to the efficiency of plant operations. Therefore,
Industrial Systems, such as factories, are often reluctant regarding the alteration of
a functioning system, even though the deployment of a novel technology or service
would most likely improve the system as a whole. Consequently, deploying, for
example, a remote maintenance service in factories is challenging task, although
there have been many successful remote service deployments, such as ABB’s pilot
in SSAB steel mill [90]. In that case, the value of the remote service was almost
immediately realized, thus the customer saw the real benefits of the deployment.
This is not always obvious because machines can function properly for many years
without breakdowns, whereupon the customer cannot observe the real value of the
service, as was in the Factory A’s case. This leads to an impression that allowing
machines to be maintained remotely is unnecessary and costly. Hence, a remote
service should not operate as a separate function, but as a part of an Industrial
System, in which case the value of the machine data would not only be realized
in the service provider’s side but also in the customer’s premises. This could be
realized, for example, through the integration of predictive maintenance and spare
parts inventory which would automatize the orders based on the condition of machine
parts. However, due to proprietary technology (e.g., communication protocols and
management systems) applied in Industrial Systems, the integration is challenging,
and sometimes even impossible to execute.

Currently, there are lots of ongoing research projects that aim to address the
incompatibility issues through standardized platforms and technologies so that the
concept "smart factory" would be realizable in the near future. One of the major
projects in Finland is the "Reboot factory" [91], which aims to create the first
wave of digitalization through the exploitation of IoT technology and standardized
communications in factories. Even though the expectations for the adaptation of
standard technology and open data are high, there is, however, an uncertainty
whether the present platform and industrial protocol producers are willing to adapt
to the changes because as industrial ICT becomes standardized, the competition
would increase and there would not be a possibility to reap the benefits of proprietary
solutions. Eventually, standard technology will be adapted to factory systems, but
the initiative must come from the industry itself.

5G is expected to change the static factory networks into dynamic and need-based
wireless systems. Since 5G technology will be used for local communications, in
addition to the mobile communications (e.g., for remote service), it is still unclear
whether MNO will operate these type of networks or the factory’s IT personnel which
has lead to the emergence of Micro Operator [92]. The concept of Micro Operator is
similar to MVNO, but the focus is on operating and serving indoors/small cell 5G
environment such as future factories. The Micro Operator type of operation could be
realized, for example, through an LSA agreement with the MNO. The local operator
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would most likely be the factory’s own employees, but there is also an opportunity
for a third party to serve, for example, specific industry field(s), or factories on a
particular geographical area.

As more machines, sensors and actuators will utilize mobile communications
to transmit data to various external applications in the future, there is a need to
change the policy with SIM cards. Today, the problems arise especially in cases
where hundreds of SIM cards need to be installed on machines located in different
countries. This inflicts considerable logistics costs and is unpractical. Moreover, if
the SIM cards are bought from the same operator, the machines are bound to use
services of that particular operator. This is problematic especially in locations where
the MNO does not have coverage. With the introduction of embedded SIM, these
type of issues could be solved, as it enables "over the air" provisioning and possibility
to change from one operator to another [93]. Moreover, the card would be embedded
into equipment during the manufacturing phase, thus decreasing logistics costs.

With the evolution of computing, and diagnostics methods, maintenance activities
will be optimized to the point where the abrasion level of machinery parts can be
monitored in real-time, leading to exact predictions when the parts need to be
changed. However, conducting predictive maintenance will require a massive amount
of machine operational data, which is currently difficult to obtain since factories
do not want to share the data with other actors such as machine providers without
concrete benefits. This is an intractable equation because, on the one hand, providing
the data to machine providers will enable the development of better diagnostics
methods and services but, on the other hand, sharing the data without visible benefits
is not rational from the factory’s viewpoint. 5G and novel computing concepts will
allow more flexible utilization of machine data both locally and externally, but there
is a still need to develop better data sharing frameworks that would maximize the
value of the operational data in different remote service solutions.
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6 Conclusions
This thesis analyzed the feasibility of remote maintenance connectivity in factories
by applying the VNC method by Casey et al. [86] in alternative remote connection
cases. Additionally, it presented a future technical architecture based on the VNCs,
literature review and case studies. A wide-ranging literature study, involving numer-
ous publications regarding e-maintenance, Industrial Networks, Industrial Internet
and 5G, was conducted for gaining insight of the relevant topics and establishing the
basis for the analysis part.

6.1 Results

The importance of maintenance function is growing in factories due to manufacturing
processes being increasingly performed by machines, robots and other equipment.
By managing this function efficiently, a factory can save in costs through reduced
downtime, prolonged machine life, and better utilization of spare parts, thus improving
its productivity and competitiveness. Maintenance strategies can vary from "no
maintenance" to predictive maintenance; the selection of proper strategy requires a
thorough evaluation of the strategy implementation cost with respect to the machine
value. The implementation of more advanced strategies presumes that the relevant
machines are connected to a network, via which they can send measurement data for
further analysis.

In factories, machines are typically connected to an industrial network, which
consists of various real-time communication technologies that are often proprietary
and not directly compatible with standard networking technologies. Consequently,
acquiring measurement data from machines for utilizing it in other applications than
automation-related supervisory and control systems is challenging. The introduction
of OPC UA has, however, provided an architecture and technology to resolve the
compatibility issues, and to have consistent communication and standard information
models from controllers to the cloud. Now that the Fourth Industrial Revolution is
approaching, having a standardized communication across all automation pyramid
levels is of great importance in order to fully exploit machine data through applica-
tions, such as predictive maintenance, production optimization, and supply chain
optimization. The realization of the next Industrial Revolution, also referred to as
Industrial Internet or Industrie 4.0, will also highly depend on the global commu-
nications between all type of processes and equipment, including battery-powered
sensors, and vehicles, located in factories, rural areas, and at seas. Hence, 5G will
play a vital role in the materialization of Industrial Internet, as it aims to provide a
flexible mobile communication infrastructure that enables dynamic resource utiliza-
tion for diverse set of services, categorized into three communications categories: low
data rate (mMTC), low latency (Critical Communications), and high data rate and
mobility (Enhanced Mobile Broadband). The key enablers, which are considered to
address the requirements of the communication categories, are network virtualization,
efficient utilization of radio spectrum, network slicing, and novel computing concepts
such as fog, edge and MEC.
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The results from the case studies and interviews indicate that network commu-
nications in factories are still heavily depended on wired solutions and industrial
protocols. Nevertheless, all case factories aim to exploit machine data in operations
other than automation. Two of the case factories (Factory B and C) are already
collecting a vast amount of machine data to the local cloud, but they have not been
able to utilize it in functions, such as maintenance. Moreover, the exploitation of the
data is meant to be performed with factory’s own resources, and not by an external
company, such as remote service provider. In all case factories, the mobile signal
strength is high throughout the factory premises, thus there is a possibility to deploy
a remote service via the mobile connection. However, due to long life-cycles of the
majority of machines (3G/4G module is lacking) and high mobile costs, the mobile
solution is not feasible in many cases.

The results from VNC analysis and remote connection cases state that the
deployment of remote maintenance depends on the features of the remote connection
and value of the corresponding service, as well as the current status of machines
regarding the network connectivity and data acquisition. For example, if machine
data can be acquired and processed in the local cloud, the customer would be more
reluctant implement "through firewall" –type of solution, since, e.g., the control on
data will decrease and the security risk will increase. Hence, in this case, the most
obvious choice would be the "Isolated" solution. However, allowing a machine(s) to
be maintained "through firewall" –type of solution, the customer would gain more
value from the service, because the service provider would be able to respond more
rapidly to malfunctions and provide, e.g., round-the-clock service. Moreover, the
customer would save in computing costs, since the data will be processed in the
service provider’s cloud.

In the future, 5G is expected to transform rigid industrial networks into more
transparent and flexible wireless systems. However, considering industry’s tendency
for slow adaptation of novel technology, the change will not occur in the few years
after the introduction of 5G. Consequently, as a result of the VNC analysis and case
studies, this thesis proposes a future technical architecture aimed to provide flexible
remote maintenance connectivity in factories, through the exploitation of 5G and
novel computing concepts.

6.2 Assessment of the results

The results are achieved through an extensive literature study and industry expert
interviews, which provide valuable insights on the relevant topics and the current
situation in factories regarding network connectivity and data exploitation. The
experts are managers and specialists in the fields of manufacturing, engineering and
service, process automation, Industrial Internet, and electrical equipment. The focus
of the results is on the customer side of the remote maintenance service since the
challenges of the deployment appear particularly inside the factory premises.

The case studies are for the most part based on interviews. They consider the
focal features of a factory and remote connection solution which enables different
cases to be compared, as well as establish the basis for value network analysis. The
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results from the analysis are indicative of the remote maintenance deployment with
the current and future technology, and they provide an insight of the benefits each
actor can gain by participating in the value network. Hence, the results are valuable
for all actors in the evaluation of remote maintenance initiative.

This research utilizes qualitative methods, including semi-structured interviews
and VNC analysis, to gain insight into the current situation of remote maintenance
usage in industry and assess the feasibility of remote connectivity in factories from
techno-economic viewpoint. The interviews center around the insights of industry
experts and employees on the topic, thus assumptions for MNO’s relevance on the
realization of remote maintenance are made. Additionally, the sample size of case
factories is not large enough to make statistically relevant conclusions about the
current state of remote maintenance and machine data exploitation with respect to
industry field. Moreover, the case studies did not involve any factories from, e.g.,
process industry, thus the results from VNC analysis cannot be generalized to the
whole industry. Also, if the sample size of case factories would be much larger and
would include factories that currently employ remote maintenance, the VNCs could
differ from the ones presented in this research, especially if more accurate information
of the technical aspects of remote connection solution is gained. However, the remote
connection cases are expected to be the same even if more case factories are included
in the research.

The Value Network Configurations are high-level representations of the remote
maintenance connectivity, and they consider only strategically important technology
and business roles from the service realization viewpoint. Hence, the technical
architecture of the VNCs cannot directly be applied to real-world deployments.

6.3 Future research

This research applies VNC method to analyze the value creation logic of alternative
remote maintenance solutions by focusing particularly on connectivity implementa-
tion. Thus, the same method could be used for application-level analysis of remote
maintenance. Furthermore, the value network could be expanded to involve other
actors, such as micro-operator and eSIM provider. In this case, a scenario planning
tool by Schoemaker [94] could be utilized in combination with the VNC method to
analyze the control of focal and new actors on strategically important technology
concerning possible future scenarios.

This thesis is based on qualitative analysis, thus it does not evaluate the cost of
remote maintenance deployment in different remote connection cases. To gain more
accurate view on remote maintenance connectivity in factories, there is a need for
quantitative analysis, which could, for example, focus on the cost structure of the
deployment, including, e.g., data transmission cost, service cost and configuration
cost.
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